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Equal Opportunity Policy
It is the policy of Boston University to provide equal opportunity in all its operations 
irrespective of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or physical handicap. This basic 
principle was enunciated by the founders of the University and has been reaffirmed by 
the Board of Trustees. Every member of the university community shares the imperative 
to assist the University to meet its equal opportunity goals in all matters involving 
employment practices and official student relationships.
VOLUME LXIV, NUMBER 15 BU-75 AUGUST 1, 1975
Each year Boston University publishes the Undergraduate Bulletin and separate bulletins for Metropolitan College, Summer Term, 
and each School and College offering graduate programs. Requests for Undergraduate bulletins should be addressed to the 
Admissions Office and others to the individual School or College.
The University reserves the right in its sole judgment to make changes of any nature in its program, calendar, or academic 
schedule whenever it is deemed necessary or desirable including changes in course content, the rescheduling of classes with or 
without extending the academic term, canceling of scheduled classes and other academic activities, and requiring or affording 
alternatives for scheduled classes or other academic activities, in any case giving such notice thereof as is reasonably practicable 
under the circumstances.
This bulletin contains current information regarding the calendar, admissions, degree requirements, fees, regulations, and course 
offerings. The policy of the University is to give advance notice of change, whenever possible, to permit adjustment. However, 
the University reserves the right to make changes when it is deemed advisable.
Boston University bulletins are published seventeen times a year: two in January, one in February, two in March, four in April, 
three in May, one in June, one in July, two in August, and one in September. Second-class postage is paid at Boston, Massachusetts.
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Calendar
1975/1976
Subject to change without notice. %
SUMMER 1
Registration ends Tuesday, May 27, 1975
Instruction begins Wednesday, May 28, 1975
End of session Thursday, July 3, 1975
SUMMER II
Registration ends Monday, July 7, 1975
Instruction begins Tuesday, July 8, 1975
End of session Saturday, August 16, 1975
SEMESTER 1
Registration begins Tuesday, September 2, 1975
Registration ends* Wednesday, September 3, 1975
Instruction begins Thursday, September 4, 1975
Rosh Hashanah Saturday, September 6, 1975
Yom Kippur Monday, September 15, 1975
Mid-semester Saturday, October 25, 1975
Registration begins for Semester II Wednesday, November 12, 1975
Thanksgiving recess begins at noon Wednesday, November 26, 1975
Instruction resumes Monday, December 1, 1975
Instruction ends Thursday, December 11, 1975
Final exams begin Friday, December 12, 1975
Final exams end Friday, December 19, 1975
Semester ends Saturday, December 20, 1975
SEMESTER II
Ballroom registration Thursday, January 15, 1976
Martin Luther King Day Thursday, January 15, 1976
Registration ends* Friday, January 16, 1976
Instruction begins Monday, January 19, 1976
Mid-semester recess Saturday, March 6 through 14, 1976
Founder's Day Monday, March 15, 1976
Good Friday Friday, April 16, 1976
Registration for continuing students—Semester 1 Wednesday, April 7, 1976
Instruction ends Saturday, May 1, 1976
Study/reading period (where applicable) Monday, May 3-8, 1976
Final exams begin Monday, May 10, 1976
Final exams end Tuesday, May 18, 1976
Commencement Sunday, May 23, 1976
Boston University official holidays (classes 
suspended; University offices closed)
Independence Day Friday, July 4, 1975
Labor Day Monday, September 1, 1975
Columbus Day Monday, October 13, 1975
Veterans' Day Tuesday, November 11, 1975
Thanksgiving Day Thursday, Friday, November 27, 28, 1975
Christmas holiday begins Wednesday, 1:00 P.M. Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 
December 24, 25, 26, 1975
New Year's holiday Thursday, Friday, January 1, 2, 1976
Washington's Birthday Monday, February 16, 1976
Patriot's Day Monday, April 19, 1976
Memorial Day Monday, May 31, 1976
'Registration for evening programs and late registration for day programs continue during the first week of classes (September 
4-10, 1975, and January 19-22, 1976).
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Officers of Administration and Faculty 
1974-75
School of Management
ADMINISTRATION
Peter P. Gabriel, D.B.A., Dean o f the School; Professor o f Management
David D. Furer, B.A., M.B.A., Associate Dean
James F. MclntosFi, B.S. in B.A., Ed.M., Assistant Dean for Graduate Programs 
CFiarles G. Strickler, B.A., S.T.B., Ed.M., Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Program 
R. Flopkins FJolmberg, A.B., M.H.A., Director, Health Care Management Program; Lecturer 
Robert M. Weinberg, 8.A., M.B.A., J.D., Director, Public Management Programs; Lecturer 
Robert C. Bruce, B.S. in B.A., Placement Director 
Ian C. Thompson, B.S., Director, External Affairs
FACULTY
John W. Aber, Assistant Professor o f Finance; 
S.B., Pennsylvania State University; M.B.A., 
Columbia University; D.B.A., Harvard 
University
David J. Ashton, Professor o f International 
Business; International Programs Coordinator;
B.S., M.A., Tufts University; M.B.A., Boston 
University; Ph.D., Tufts University
Elliott L. Atamian, Professor o f Finance; A.B., 
University of Michigan; M.B.A., D.B.A., 
Harvard University
Lloyd S. Baird, Assistant Professor of 
Organizational Behavior; B.S., Utah State 
University; M.B.A., Ph.D., Michigan State 
University
Allen E. Beckwith, Professor o f Marketing; 
S.B., Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 
M.B.A., Harvard University
Paul D. Berger, Associate Professor of 
Business Administration; S.B., S.M., Ph.D., 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Christine E. Bishop, Assistant Professor of 
Economics; A.B., Harvard University, 
Radcliffe College; A.M., Ph.D., Harvard 
University
Zvi I. Body, Instructor in Managerial 
Economics; B.A., City University of New 
York, Brooklyn College; M.A., Hebrew 
University (Israel)
David Carson, Professor o f Business 
Administration; A.B., University of Rochester;
A.M., Columbia University; D.B.A., Harvard 
University
Yu Sang Chang, Professor o f Production and 
Operations Management; Department 
Chairman—Operations Management and 
Quantitative Methods; B.S. in B.A., M.B.A., 
D.B.A., Washington University (Missouri)
Ronald C. Curhan, Associate Professor of 
Marketing; B.S., Carnegie Institute of 
Technology; M.B.A., D.B.A., Harvard 
University
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Louis F. Di Giovanni, Professor o f Business 
Law; Ph.B., J.D., University of Notre Dame; 
LL.M., Boston University
•Peter B. Doeringer, Professor o f Economics; 
A.B., Harvard College; A.M., Ph.D., Harvard 
University
Francis S. Doody, Professor o f Economics; 
A.B., Tufts University; A.M., Ph.D., Harvard 
University
Stephen M. Duckworth, Assistant Professor of 
Finance; B.S., United States Naval Academy; 
M.B.A., D.B.A., Harvard University
Peter P. Gabriel, Dean o f the School;
Professor o f Management; M.B.A., D.B.A., 
Harvard University
Arthur Gerstenfeld, Professor of Business 
Administration; B.M.E., Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute; S.M., Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology
Theodore S. Glickman, Assistant Professor of 
Operations Management and Quantitative 
Methods; B.S., State University of New York 
at Stony Brook; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins 
University
Jean M. Guiot, Associate Professor of 
Organizational Behavior; Lie., Sc.D., Free 
University of Brussels (Belgium); Ph.D., 
University of Michigan
Samuel C. Hanna, Professor of Business 
Administration; S.B., Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology; A.M., Boston University; Ph.D., 
University of Pittsburgh
Mary L. Hatten, Assistant Professor of 
Economics; B.A., Rosary College; M.S., Ph.D., 
Purdue University
Jerome D. Herniter, Professor o f Business 
Administration; B.S., City University of New 
York, City College; Ph.D., Columbia 
University
R. Hopkins Holmberg, Director, Health Care 
Management Program; Lecturer; A.B., 
Dartmouth College; M.H.A., University of 
Minnesota
•Shane ). Hunt, Professor o f Economics; B.S., 
University of Miami; M.A., Ph.D., Yale 
University
James W. Kelley, Professor o f Business 
Administration; A.B., Allegheny College; A.M., 
University of Pittsburgh; Ph.D., Boston 
University
•Joint appointment with College of Liberal Arts
George H. Labovitz, Associate Professor of 
Behavioral Science; B.S., Boston University; 
M.B.A., Boston College; Ph.D., Ohio State 
University
Michael E. Lawson, Assistant Professor of 
Economics; B.A., M.A., California State 
University, Los Angeles; Ph.D., University of 
Iowa
Harry Levinson, Adjunct Professor of 
Organizational Behavior; B.S., M.S., Kansas 
State Teachers College; Ph.D., University of 
Kansas
Albert A. Mareotte, Associate Professor of 
Management Science; B.S., M.S., M.B.A., 
Northeastern University; Ph.D., Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology
Felipe S. Martin, Visiting Assistant Professor of 
International Business; A.B., University of the 
Philippines; M.A., Stanford University; Ph.D., 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Donald G. McBrien, Associate Professor of 
Mathematics; A.B., Brown University; Ed.M., 
Boston University
Philip E. Meyer, Associate Professor of
Accounting; Department
Chairman—Accounting; B.S., University of
Maryland; M.Acc., Ohio State University;
C.P.A., Maryland; D.B.A., University of
Maryland
Allen J. Michel, Assistant Professor o f Finance;
B.S., Carnegie-Mellon University; M.A., Yale 
University; Ph.D., Cornell University
James P. Monahan, Assistant Professor of 
Management; B.A., M.B.A., Boston College; 
Ph.D., Columbia University
Henry M. Morgan, Lecturer in Management 
Policy; S.B., S.M., Sc.D., Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology
Carl W. Nelson, Assistant Professor of 
Business Administration; B.S., Cornell 
University; M.B.A., Columbia University; 
Ph.D., University of Manchester (England)
Robert F. Pearse, Professor o f Behavioral 
Science; A.B., Olivet College; A.M., Ph.D., 
University of Chicago
Donald A. Pease, Professor o f Behavioral
Science; Department
Chairman—Organizational Behavior; B.S.,
Ed.M., Tufts University; Ed.D., Harvard
University
Steven E. Permut, Assistant Professor of 
Marketing; B.A., University of Colorado; M.S., 
Ph.D., University of Illinois
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James E. Post, Assistant Professor of 
Management Policy; B.S., St. Bonaventure 
University; M.B.A., State University of New 
York at Buffalo; J.D., Villanova University
Peter C. Riesz, Visiting Associate Professor of 
Marketing; B.S., Rutgers—The State 
University; M.B.A., Ph.D., Columbia 
University
Stephen R. Rosenthal, Assistant Professor of 
Public Management; B.S., Brown University; 
M.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 
Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
John R. Russell, Professor o f Management 
Policy; B.M.E., Cornell University; M.B.A.,
D.B.A., Harvard University
Robert W. Sherburne, Professor of 
Accounting; B.B.A., Northeastern University; 
M.B.A., Boston University; C.P.A., 
Massachusetts
Chris A. Theodore, Professor o f Business 
Administration; M.A., University of Athens 
(Greece); A.M., Ph.D., Boston University
Richard R. Towle, Associate Professor of 
Accounting; B.S. in B.A., Boston University;
C. P.A., New York and Massachusetts
Charles A Tritschler, Visiting Associate 
Professor o f Accounting; B.A., Amherst 
College; M.A., Yale University; M.B.A., 
Northwestern University; Ph.D., Stanford 
University
Gerard E. Watzke, Assistant Professor of 
Operations Management; B.S., M.B.A., Tulane 
University; Ph.D., Stanford University
Robert M. Weinberg, Director o f Public 
Management Program; Lecturer; B.A.,
Wooster College; M.B.A., J.D., Harvard 
University
Ulf P. Welam, Assistant Professor of 
Operations Management; M.B.A., Gothenburg 
School of Economics and Business 
Administration (Sweden); M.S., Ph.D., 
Carnegie-Mellon University
Edward G. Wertheim, Assistant Professor of 
Behavioral Science; B.S., Tufts University; 
Ph.D., Yeshiva University
Lawrence H. Wortzel, Professor o f Marketing; 
Department Chairman—Marketing; B.S., 
Rutgers—The State University; M.B.A.,
D. B.A., Harvard University
EMERITI
Charles E. Bellatty, Professor o f Advertising 
and Marketing Emeritus; Bowdoin College
Mary Elizabeth Connelly, Associate Professor 
o f Secretarial Studies and Business Education 
Emerita; B.S. in P.A.L., Ed.M., Boston 
University
Warner C. Danforth, Professor o f Insurance 
Emeritus; B.B.A., Northeastern University
Carl B. Everberg, Professor o f Business Law 
Emeritus; LL.B., LL.M., Boston University
James Fawcett, Professor of Accounting 
Emeritus; B.S., B.A., Boston University;
M.B.A., Northwestern University; C.P.A., 
Massachusetts
Max Hartmann, Professor o f Economics 
Emeritus; A.B., Dartmouth College
llah S. Heath, Assistant Professor of 
Secretarial Studies Emerita; B.S. in P.A.L., 
Boston University
Frederick K. Hussey, Associate Professor of 
Business Statistics Emeritus; B.S., Colby 
College; Ed.M., Harvard University
Raymond L. Mannix, Professor o f Accounting 
Emeritus; B.B.A., M.B.A., Boston University; 
C.P.A., Massachusetts
Carla Paaske, Associate Professor of 
Secretarial Studies; B.S. in P.A.L., Ed.M., 
Boston University
Robert L. Peel, Professor o f Business 
Administration Emeritus; B.S., Eastern 
Michigan University; M.A., Wayne State 
University; C.A.G.S., Boston University
Aurelia S. Plath, Associate Professor of 
Secretarial Studies Emerita; B.S.S., A.M., 
Boston University
Harold Judson Smith, Professor o f Accounting 
Emeritus; B.B.A., M.C.S., Boston University
Henry H. Stafford, Professor o f Business 
Statistics Emeritus; B.B.A., Boston University
Charles E. Stratton, Professor of Mathematics 
and Science Emeritus; A.B., Harvard College
Osborne B. Tabor, Professor o f Mathematics 
Emeritus; A.B., A.M., Clark University
Horace C. Thacker, Professor o f Guidance 
Emeritus; B.B.A., M.B.A., Boston University
Roger D. Washburn, Professor of Advertising 
Emeritus; B.B.A., Boston University
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Wilfred A. Wetherbee, Associate Professor of 
Accounting; Boston University; C.P.A.,
Massachusetts
School of Management
Irving C. Whittemore, Professor o f Human 
Relations Emeritus; A.B., Harvard College; 
A.M., Ph.D., Harvard University
%
The School of Management, one of Boston University's sixteen Schools and Colleges, 
has offered undergraduate degree education to qualified men and women since its 
establishment as the College of Business Administration in 1913. Two years later the 
School's offerings were expanded to include graduate-level programs as well. Today, 
over 1,200 undergraduate and 800 graduate students are enrolled in its various pro­
grams.
The School's recent change in name reflects both a fundamental change in mission 
and an expansion of services as an educational institution. Recently updated, its various 
programs respond to the growing demand for greater management capability in almost 
every field of endeavor: private industry (whether in large corporations or small enter­
prises), government, and nonprofit services. Since most of the skills and techniques of 
management originated in business enterprises and are commonly practiced there, 
much of the curriculum focuses on the private business sector. However, it also seeks 
to demonstrate the applicability of these business management skills and techniques to 
nonbusiness institutions and activities.
A student undertaking the study of management today is preparing for an increasingly 
significant role in our complex society. This is reflected in the educational orientation 
of the School and its curriculum. They are based on a concept that emphasizes not only 
technical competence but also the ethic of professional service. Thus, they seek to 
foster sensitivity and responsiveness to social responsibilities as well as the ability to 
identify and pursue personal opportunities.
The School's programs benefit from a dynamic relationship between leading scholars 
in the field of management and practicing executives in both the public and private 
sectors. The faculty endeavors to develop the abilities of every student through a variety 
of teaching techniques—lectures, cases, role-playing, seminars, and directed study. No 
single teaching method is emphasized to the exclusion of others. Close relationships 
between faculty, students, and representatives of the management community further 
contribute to the relevance of the School's programs.
Boston University is accredited by the New England Association of Schools and 
Colleges. In addition, both the undergraduate and graduate degree programs of the 
School of Management are accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools 
of Business.
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Undergraduate Program of Study
The School of Management offers a flexible, preprofessional degree program at the 
undergraduate level that provides a balanced education in the liberal arts and manage­
ment. Its aim is to enable students to gain a broad, fundamental education and to 
develop the pragmatic spirit of inquiry required in the rapidly changing environment 
of their professional future. This kind of foundation has proven essential in graduate 
study in business administration or other professional fields such as law. At the same 
time, the School offers a variety of concentrations in areas of direct relevance to 
employment opportunities immediately upon graduation.
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
The Bachelor of Science in Business Administration degree program consists of thirty- 
two courses, fifteen required and seventeen elective, in both the liberal arts and 
management.
FRESHMAN YEAR Course(s)
SMG MG 121 Management in Society................................................................................................... 1
SMG MS 122 Introduction to Quantitative Methods...........................................................................  1
SMG OB 122 Human Behavior in Organizations.................................................................................  1
Electives............................................................................................................................................................ 5
Total 8
SOPHOMORE YEAR
SMG AC 221, 222 Financial and Managerial Accounting ..........................................................................  2
CLA EC 101, 102 General Economics I and I I ............................................................................................ 2
SMG MS 221 Probability and Statistics ................................................................................................
SMG MS 222 Management Science.....................................................................................................  1
Electives............................................................................................................................................................ 2
Total 8
JUNIOR YEAR
SMG FI 323 Financial Management...................................................................................................
SMG MK 323 Marketing Management.................................................................................................
SMG OB 321 Dynamics of Organizational Behavior..........................................................................
SMG OM 323 Operations Management................................................................................................ 1
Electives............................................................................................................................................................ 4
Total 8
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Total 8
The required core of the curriculum consists of three closely related, carefully se­
quenced segments. The first emphasizes the basic managerial tools and disciplines. It 
includes three courses in economics, two in behavioral science, two in managerial 
accounting, and three in mathematics, statistics, and management science. The next 
segment stresses the application of these basic tools and disciplines within the major 
management functions of finance, marketing, and operations management. The third 
element consists of two courses designed to provide an understanding of the role of 
management and to integrate the various managerial concepts and tools developed 
throughout the program.
Every student, working together with academic advisers, is free to plan a flexible, 
integrated elective program designed to meet his or her own personal and professional 
interests. In doing so, careful attention is given to the maintenance of an appropriate 
balance among courses in the liberal arts, management, and fields offered by other 
Schools and Colleges in the University.
During the freshman and sophomore years, all elective courses must be taken in the 
liberal arts. During the junior and senior years a minimum of four electives must be 
taken in the School of Management and one in the College of Liberal Arts. All others 
may be selected freely from undergraduate offerings throughout the University.
SMG ME 421 Managerial Economics 
SMG MG 422 Management Policy .. 
Electives......................................................
Concentrations
Undergraduate students may choose to concentrate in a wide variety of managerial 
disciplines or functions. The decision of whether to concentrate or not is optional. 
However, the student choosing to do so must meet the stated guidelines for the area 
selected. The following concentrations have been approved by the School of Manage­
ment faculty.
ACCOUNTING
By taking the following courses as electives in the junior and senior years, an under­
graduate student may prepare for professional accounting:
SMC AC 345 
SMC AC 347 
SMC AC 348 
SMG AC 449 
SMC AC 465 
SMC AC 469 
SMC LA 347
Basic Cost Accounting 
Intermediate Accounting I 
Intermediate Accounting II 
Advanced Accounting 
Principles of Auditing 
Principles of Income Taxation 
Business Law
FINANCE
A student choosing to concentrate in the area of finance will take any three of the
following electives:
SMG FI 445 
SMG FI 447 
SMG FI 449 
SMC FI 465 
SMG FI 345,
Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management 
Financial Institutions and Capital Markets 
Corporate Finance 
Commercial Banking
or CLA EC 341 Money and Capital Markets
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INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
The student concentrating in international management will take all of the following 
elective courses:
SMG IM 345 International Economic Relations I 
SMG IM 346 International Economic Relations II 
SMG IM 445 International Management
International Management concentrators are also encouraged to take such College of 
Liberal Arts electives as the following:
CLA EC 395 
CLA HI 115 
CLA PO 271 
CLA PO 566 
CLA SO 302
Comparative Economic Systems
Political and Cultural Revolution in the Contemporary World 
International Relations
The Conduct of American Foreign Relations 
Social Change
MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS
To concentrate in managerial economics, a student must satisfactorily complete any 
three of the following electives:
SMG ME 445 
SMG ME 447 
SMG ME 545 
CLA EC 341 
CLA EC 593
Economics of the Firm 
Economics and Public Policy 
Seminar in Collective Bargaining 
Monetary and Banking Theory 
Introduction to Econometrics
MARKETING
A student choosing to concentrate in the area of marketing must complete satisfactorily
SMG MK 487 (Advanced Marketing Management) plus any two of the following:
SMG MK 445 Marketing Communications
SMG MK 447 Marketing Research
SMG MK 449 Sales Management
SMG MK 465 Retailing Management
SMG MK 467 Marketing and Society
SMG MK 469 Logistics Management and Physical Distribution Systems 
SMG MK 485 Marketing Programs
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
The student concentrating in operations management must take four of the under­
graduate elective courses offered by the Management Science Department with a 
designation of "O M ":
SMG OM 445 Logistics Management
SMG OM 447 Operations Management in the Service Sector
SMG OM 449 Operations Management Policy
SMG OM 545 Seminar in Operations Management
The Management Science Department may grant exceptions in some cases for elective 
courses with the "MS" or "IS" designations.
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ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
A student will complete all o f the following four electives in order to concentrate in 
organizational behavior:
SMC OB 445 Complex Organizations and Management
SMC OB 447 Personal Growth and Development in Group and Organizational Settings 
SMG OB 449 Personnel Practices in Human Resource Management 
SMG OB 465 Organizational Analysis and Development
QUANTITATIVE METHODS
A student choosing to concentrate in the area of quantitative methods will take any four 
of the undergraduate elective courses with the "M S" or "IS" designations offered by 
the Management Science Department:
SMG MS 345 Operations Research
SMG MS 347 Decision Analysis
SMG MS 349 Finite and Differential Analysis
SMG MS 545 Seminar in Management Science
SMG IS 465 Computer and Information Systems
SMG IS 467 Computing and Simulation
Descriptions of all of the School of Management elective courses listed above are 
included in the subsequent section titled Course Descriptions.
FIVE-YEAR PROGRAM IN ACCOUNTING
Highly qualified students who wish to concentrate in professional accounting may find 
it possible to obtain the Master of Business Administration degree with only one 
additional year of study beyond the Bachelor of Science in Business Administration. This 
is possible through a careful selection of undergraduate courses which, when com­
pleted with sufficiently high grades, permits the waiver of up to six courses at the 
graduate level. When the maximum number of waivers is obtained, it is possible to earn 
the M.B.A. in one calendar year, rather than the normal span of two academic years.
Students seeking to enter the five-year M.B.A. program in accounting are en­
couraged to take the Admissions Test for Graduate Study in Business (ATGSB) in the 
junior year and apply to the graduate program at the end of that year. Acceptance into 
the M.B.A. program on this basis does not mean early entrance into graduate study, 
for completion of the senior year and receipt of the B.S. in B.A. degree are still required. 
However, the student is thus given the advantage of knowing that his or her plans for 
graduate study have been approved, and courses for the senior year may be selected 
with a view to receiving the maximum number of waivers in graduate courses.
The Undergraduate Program Office maintains updated information concerning 
guidelines for receipt of graduate course waivers. Counselors in that office will be 
available to assist students in the selection of courses which would be best suited for 
their entrance into the five-year program.
Liberal Arts Electives
It is the aim of the School of Management that each student receive an education that 
includes both a solid foundation of liberal arts subjects and training in the disciplines 
of management. This aim is consistent with the expressed needs of representatives from 
the management profession who, as potential employers of management students, seek 
persons conversant on many personal and professional levels. It is equally important as
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a foundation for graduate training in law, management, and other professional fields.
Thus each student is required to select a minimum of eight elective courses in the 
College of Liberal Arts, with five in the freshman year, two in the sophomore year, and 
one in the junior or senior year. At least one of these electives must be at the intermedi­
ate or advanced level (i.e., in the 300-400 series). If required, Freshman English, CLA 
EN 103 and/or 104, must be taken in lieu of an elective course.
In meeting the minimum of eight liberal arts electives, each student must broaden 
his or her program by selecting a minimum of two courses from any two of the College 
of Liberal Arts distribution groups. These distribution groups are Humanities, Social 
Sciences, and Mathematics— Natural Sciences. Thus, the distribution requirement may 
be met by any four of the minimum of eight liberal arts electives, arranged in one of 
the following combinations:
1. Two courses in Humanities and two in Social Sciences
2. Two courses in Humanities and two in Mathematics— Natural Sciences
3. Two courses in Social Sciences and two in Mathematics—Natural Sciences
HUMANITIES
Classics Music
English Philosophy
Fine Arts Religion
Modern Languages
Courses in the humanities are designed to provide an understanding of man's cultural 
heritage and environment. There may always be some difficulty in defining what it 
means to be an "educated person," but almost everyone would agree that study in such 
fields as the classics, language, philosophy, and religion contributes to this goal.
Such background is also of direct relevance to the study of management. The ability 
to analyze a problem and present a clear, concise approach to its solution is important 
for every management student. Philosophy, for example, provides excellent training in 
the development of precise methods of thought and in the careful exposition of ideas. 
Equally important are courses in English, which not only require the student to read new 
kinds of material, but also call for careful oral or written analysis of what has been read. 
Such background prepares the student rather naturally for the analysis of management 
problems as well as for the effective presentation of this analysis and resulting conclu­
sions.
Courses in the social sciences contribute to an understanding of the social environment 
within which management is practiced. Economics is so directly relevant that School 
of Management students are required to take two introductory courses in the field as 
a foundation for much of the work they will later do in the School. Many management 
students choose electives in economics which develop basic issues in greater detail or 
which introduce the comparative economic concerns related to world trade and the 
management of multinational corporations.
The social sciences of psychology, sociology, and anthropology also relate directly
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Anthropology
Economics
History
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
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to the practice of management. Psychology courses, for example, contribute a greater 
understanding of the actions and attitudes of individuals, an understanding which 
becomes immediately relevant whenever the individuals are being considered as em­
ployers, employees, fellow workers, or consumers. The discipline of sociology contrib­
utes to an understanding of how organizations work and how they are organized, how 
they resist change, and how positive change may be effected within them. Anthropolo­
gy courses provide further background as they deal with the development of man's 
cultural systems, including various forms of organized activity.
MATHEMATICS— NATURAL SCIENCES
Astronomy Geology
Biology Mathematics
Chemistry Physics
Geography
Natural science courses, including mathematics, contribute to an understanding of 
the analytical techniques which are so important to the modern practice of manage­
ment. Many students already will have been introduced to biology, chemistry, and 
physics through high school courses, and will want to pursue one or more of these 
subjects further at the college level. Courses in astronomy and geology will probably 
open up new fields for most students. In all of these subject areas the student will 
benefit from the rigorous discipline and precise analysis required by the scientific 
subjects.
A number of management students elect courses from the mathematics department 
as a supplement to the quantitative courses taught in their own School. Calculus and 
advanced statistics courses offer the opportunity for further development of analytical 
techniques. Many students also take advantage of the opportunity to pursue work in 
computer science in the College of Liberal Arts as background for courses in that field 
offered by the School of Management.
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Academic Policies
Grading
The School of Management employs the standard grading symbols described in the 
University section on Academic Policies. Three variations on the use of these symbols 
have been approved by the School: (1) the grade of " I "  may be used only when the 
student has conferred with the instructor and acceptable reasons for incomplete work 
have been determined; (2) a student may withdraw from a course with a grade of "W " 
up to one week prior to the end of instruction in a semester as defined in the official 
University Calendar; (3) the "H "  and "P " grades may be used in a course only after 
the instructor has obtained approval for such use by vote of the faculty. A student has 
the right to request an instructor to review a final grade through the use of a petition 
form available in the Undergraduate Program Office.
A student's cumulative average is based only on grades earned while a student at 
Boston University. In the case of an intra-University transfer student, the cumulative 
average will include grades earned in all Boston University courses normally acceptable 
for transfer credit by the School of Management.
Academic Standards
The Academic Standards Committee reviews the progress of all students at the end of 
each academic year. A freshman will be subject to required withdrawal at that time if, 
at the end of two (or, in the case of students entering in January, one) semesters in 
residence, a cumulative average of at least 1.7 has not been achieved. Upper-class 
students will be subject to required withdrawal if a cumulative average of at least 2.0 
has not been achieved.
Periods of required withdrawal extend for one academic year. Following such a 
period of required withdrawal, a student may submit a written request for readmission 
to the Academic Standards Committee. Readmitted students are required to maintain 
a cumulative average of 2.0 or be subject to a second and final required withdrawal.
Graduation Requirements
Degrees are awarded by the Trustees upon the recommendation of the faculty. Degree 
candidates must meet all requirements as published in the Comprehensive Undergradu­
ate Bulletin. At least one-half of the program (sixteen courses) must be completed in 
residence, with at least four courses in residence during the senior year. A cumulative 
average of 2.0 or higher is required for the awarding of a degree. All degree require­
ments are to be completed within seven years of the initial date of registration.
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Academic Honors
In order to be named to the Dean's List, a student must earn a semester average of 3.3 
or higher, with final grades in at least four courses and with no I (incomplete) grades.
Graduation with honors is based on the student's cumulative academic average and 
is determined as follows: 3.6 summa cum laude; 3.3 magna cum laude; 3.1 cum laude.
Make-Up Examinations
All make-ups of final examinations must be taken on or before the end of the fifth week 
of the following semester. Application for such an examination must be made by the 
end of the first week of classes in the following semester. When the instructor has 
approved a student's request for such an examination, its administration may be coor­
dinated through the Undergraduate Program Office.
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Student Services
The development and welfare of students is the primary concern of the School, its 
faculty and staff. A variety of advisers and services are available to assist students with 
decisions and plans of an educational, career, or personal nature.
Academic Advising
Personal advice and assistance on academic matters is offered to students through three 
principal channels. Members of the Undergraduate Program Office staff are available 
to assist in program planning, course scheduling, and registration. Conferences may be 
scheduled at any point during the student's college career. Information on course 
offerings and academic requirements is provided through that office as well. Designat­
ed faculty advisers within each department also assist upper-class students with respect 
to career opportunities, appropriate academic preparation, and program planning in 
their field of interest. In addition to these formal services, students may arrange to meet 
with any faculty member to discuss academic concerns during regular office hours.
Personal Counseling
Professional counselors in the Undergraduate Program Office are available to assist 
students with decisions and concerns of a personal nature. Conferences may be sched­
uled whenever desired during the student's college career. These counselors also 
facilitate arrangements for special assistance from any of the several University services 
described in the Student Academic Support Services section of this bulletin.
Career Counseling and Placement
Career planning and placement assistance is provided to students through the Under­
graduate Program Office, faculty advisers, the University Office of Career Planning and 
Placement, and the School's internal placement service. The undergraduate program 
staff and faculty are concerned primarily with the identification of career opportunities, 
appropriate academic preparation, and planning further study at the graduate level. The 
services of the University Office of Career Planning and Placement are described in the 
Student Academic Support Services section of this bulletin.
The School of Management's Office of Career Counseling and Placement offers a full 
range of appropriate services. These include: vocational planning, information on em­
ploying organizations, on-campus interviews, interview training, and assistance in 
resume preparation. Following graduation, alumni may receive continued support of 
this Office when seeking to further or re-direct career objectives.
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Honorary and Professional 
Organizations
Beta Gamma Sigma
Beta Gamma Sigma, the honor society of the College, is recognized by the American 
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business in the United States. Its purpose is to 
encourage and reward outstanding scholarly accomplishments. Members are selected 
during their junior or senior year on the basis of scholarship demonstrated throughout 
the program.
Lock Service Society
The Lock Society is intended to further the personal development of members through 
service to the School and fellow students. Membership is open by invitation to all 
students on the basis of academic performance. Principal activities include tutoring 
students, assisting in the orientation and advising of entering students, serving as School 
hosts, and undertaking special assignments related to School activities.
Undergraduate Congress
The School of Management Undergraduate Congress, composed of members of the 
student government, faculty, and administration, meets monthly to discuss common 
concerns related to the programs and policies of the School. Having established a forum 
for meaningful dialogue between all three of its constituent groups, the Congress has 
acted in an advisory capacity to the Dean on a variety of academic issues. The Dean 
serves as moderator at meetings of the Congress.
Society for the Advancement of Management
This organization is a student chapter of the National Society for the Advancement of 
Management. Its objective is to sponsor programs which provide students direct con­
tact with top management, operational experience in professional organizations, and 
further insight into the application of the principles of management to industry. Mem­
bers participate in seminars, visits to manufacturing facilities, and other diversified 
activities.
AIESEC
The International Association of Students in Economics and Business, known as AIESEC, 
is a unique organization of business and economics students devoted to promoting 
international good will and understanding among its member countries on five conti­
nents. The Boston University branch is one of approximately eighty on American 
campuses.
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AIESEC offers students an opportunity to participate in a reciprocal exchange pro­
gram for management positions abroad. Traineeships range from eight weeks to eight­
een months. Boston University students obtain positions for foreign students in the 
Boston area by contacting officials of local companies. For every job procured, one 
Boston University member is offered the option of working in another country.
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Course Descriptions
For purposes of all internal University records such as the computation of grade point 
averages, the assessment of transfer credit between the School of Management and 
other Boston University Schools and Colleges, and the assessment of tuition charges, 
a one-semester course in the School of Management is valued at 4 credits.
Prereq. denotes prerequisite.
Accounting and Control
Professor Sherburne
Associate Professors Towle, Meyer
SMG AC 221. Financial Accounting. Sophomore requirement. Basic theory and application 
of financial accounting principles. Introduces fundamentals and mechanics of data collection, 
bookkeeping, and preparation of financial statements. Focuses on statement of financial position, 
earnings, retained earnings and changes in financial position for various forms of business organi­
zation. Examines role played by internal and external auditors.
SMG AC 222. Managerial Accounting. Prereq.: SMG AC 221. Sophomore requirement. 
Aspects of accounting which affect decision making by managers including budgeting, controller- 
ship, manufacturing operations, standard costs and cost variances, cost-profit-volume analysis, 
accounting and electronic data processing, and accounting for product lines and divisions. Exam­
ines preparation of financial statements for use by stockholders, creditors, and government regula­
tory agencies.
SMG AC 345. Basic Cost Accounting. Prereq.: SMG AC 222. Inquiry into job order cost 
accounting, process cost accounting and standard costs, and managerial ramifications of such 
systems. Coverage includes cost-volume-profit relationships, budgeting, responsibility accounting, 
systems design, cost behavior patterns, relevant costs, joint product costs, and by-product costs. 
Examines assumptions, value, and potential weaknesses in underlying computations.
SMG AC 347. Intermediate Accounting I. Prereq.: SMG AC 222. Thorough examination of 
accounting theory, principles, and problems focusing on alternative formats of financial state­
ments, earnings per share, relevant mathematical principles, cash, marketable securities, receiva­
bles, inventory costs, inventory valuation, long-term investments, fixed assets: acquisition, utiliza­
tion and retirement, depreciation, depletion, intangible assets, deferred charges, insurance, and 
special purpose funds.
SMG AC 348. Intermediate Accounting II. Prereq.: SMG AC 347. Conceptual and problem- 
oriented coverage of current liabilities, bonds payable, pensions, leases, invested capital, retained
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earnings, quasi-reorganization, interperiod tax allocation, price-level accounting, accounting 
changes, statement of changes in financial position, comparative statements, ratio analysis, con­
signments, installment sales and partnerships: division of earnings, changes in ownership and 
liquidation.
SMG AC 449. Advanced Accounting. Prereq.: SMC! AC 348. Aspects of advanced financial 
reporting related to the expanded accounting entity to include business combinations, investor- 
investee relationships, multinational operations, product-line reporting problems, and home 
branch operations. Review of accounting principles and procedures covered in earlier courses 
including interperiod tax allocation, adjusting entries, inventory records and valuation, work 
papers, and the equity method.
SMG AC 465. Principles of Auditing. Prereq.: SMG AC 348. Examines role of the auditor in 
the American economy including audit objectives, planning th^ audit, audit procedures and 
expression of opinion, professional ethics, and legal liability of the public accounting profession. 
Covers application of accounting theory and principles to internal control, the audit of electronic 
data processing systems, evidential matter, and statistical sampling.
SMG AC 467. Accountant's Role in Management Information Systems. Prereq.: junior 
standing. Relationship between accounting and electronic data processing systems in development 
of information systems for strategic planning, budgeting, management control, operational con­
trol, profit center accounting, and transfer pricing. Examines technological considerations for the 
accountant in information system planning, design, organization, and administration. Offered 
jointly with Department of Management Science.
SMG AC 469. Principles of Income Taxation. Prereq.: SMG AC 348 or consent of instructor. 
Coverage of Federal tax laws as they affect individual tax returns including personal exemptions, 
gross income exclusions and inclusions, gain or loss recognition and resulting basis, capital gains 
and losses, deductions, and estimated tax. Introduction to corporate tax law. Preparation of 
returns.
DIRECTED STUDY
SMG AC 545, 546. Directed Study in Accounting. Prereq.: consent of instructor.
FINANCE AND ECONOMICS
Professors Atamian, Doody, Kelley
Assistant Professors Aber, Bishop, Duckworth, Flatten, Lawson, Michel 
Instructor Body
SMG FI 323. Financial Management. Prereq.: SMG AC 221,222. Junior requirement. Exam­
ines the role and activities of the financial manager. Introduces students to tools of financial 
analysis and problems of financial management including ratio analysis, cash flow projection, 
financial planning, asset management dividend policy, and cost of capital. Basic characteristics of 
capital and money markets, financial institutions, and corporate securities.
SMG FI 345. Money and Capital Markets. Prereq.: CLA EC 101, 102. The role of money in 
the economy. Deals with the nature and operation of both commercial and central banking 
systems, the instruments and objectives of monetary policy, international aspects of money and 
banking, and some aspects of the money and capital markets.
SMG FI 445. Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management. Prereq.: SMG FI 323. An 
understanding of securities markets, especially the stock market, including their mechanics and 
issues of current importance, types of available investments and speculative media (e.g., options
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and commodity futures). Introduces the valuation of securities. Deals with concepts of risk and 
market efficiency, portfolio selection models, portfolio management, and investment policy.
SMG FI 447. Financial Institutions and Capital Markets. Prereq.: SMG FI 323. Examines the 
participation of various types of financial institutions (e.g., commercial and savings banks, life 
insurance companies, pension and mutual funds) within various financial markets; emphasis on the 
portfolio problems and constraints associated with each institutional type. An understanding of 
interest rate (yield) levels, factors producing changes in rate levels, rate forecasting, and differen­
tials in rates between markets.
SMC FI 449. Corporate Financial Management. Prereq.: SMG FI 323. Explores complex 
business case histories to emphasize the financial manager's role in allocating and obtaining 
corporate resources. Behavioral and managerial aspects of financial planning, application of ratio 
and funds flow analysis, capital budgeting and dividend policies are stressed.
SMG FI 465. Commercial Banking. Prereq.: SMG FI 323. Contemporary bank management. 
Emphasizes decisions about profitability, asset management, growth and portfolio diversification; 
sources of funds and resource allocation through instruments and techniques such as federal 
funds, certificates of deposit, credit cards, debt capital; loan and liquidity management. Aspects 
of regulation, correspondent banking, branch office location, corporate banking services, and 
international banking.
SMG ME 421. Managerial Economics. Prereq.: CLA EC 101, 102. Senior requirement. Study 
of the economic environment within which all management operates focusing on measurement 
of the performance of the economy; use of economic indicators; analysis of variations in economic 
performance; establishment of performance goals; development and implementation of monetary 
and fiscal policy; and use of direct controls. Theory developed for the behavior of economic 
variables and applied to current issues.
SMG ME 445. Economics of the Firm. Prereq.: CLA EC 101, 102. Economic theory of the 
firm and the relationship between the firm and society. Emphasis on the application of theory to 
decision making. Topics include the demand function, estimation of demand, production theory 
and the production function, cost and cost functions, market structure and the theory of price 
determination, pricing practices, regulations and anti-trust, risk analysis, and economic forecasting 
for the firm.
SMG ME 447. Economics and Public Policy. Prereq.: senior standing. Presentation and 
analysis of situations posing questions of social responsibility and ethical behavior to private 
business and the manner in which society reacts through the law, consumer activity, governmental 
programs, etc. Topics include competition and monopoly, market structure and power, anti-trust 
and regulation, changing social values and goals, and concepts of corporate social responsibility.
SMG ME 545. Seminar in Collective Bargaining. Prereq.: SMG OB 449 or CLA EC 355 or
CLA EC 356.
DIRECTED STUDY
SMG FI 545, 546. Directed Study in Finance. Prereq.: consent of instructor.
SMG ME 547, 548. Directed Study in Managerial Economics. Prereq.: consent of instruc­
tor.
/
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Management Policy
Processors Ashton, Carson, DiCiovanni, Gabriel, Russell 
Assistant Professors Martin, Post 
Lecturer Morgan
SMG MG 121. Management in Society. Freshman requirement. Examines the role and social 
context of management in its various meanings: as a function or activity, as a discipline or field 
of study, as a profession, and as the collective body of those directing a business enterprise or other 
institution. Focuses on both the external effects and the internal workings of institutions and their 
leadership.
t
SMG MG 422. Management Policy. Senior requirement. Consideration of the issues and 
problem-solving approaches peculiar to the management of the entire organization—integrating 
principles, concepts, and techniques developed in other core and elective courses. Addresses two 
major tasks of management: the identification and analysis of external opportunities and con­
straints and the development of internal capabilities in response to external or environmental 
factors.
SMG LA 345. Law and Business. Historical background, common law, civil law, and law 
merchant. Judicial system, substantive law of contracts, sale, and agency.
SMG LA 347. Business Law. Elective for accounting students. In-depth approach of basic law 
of contracts agency, bailment and shipping of goods; sale of goods using the case and problem 
approach. CPA law problems discussed in conjunction with cases and materials studied.
SMG LA 349. Uniform Commercial Code. Prereq.: SMG LA 345, 347. Commercial paper, 
partnerships, corporate stock, and stock ownership; management of corporations; dissolution of 
a corporation.
SMG LA 510. Seminar in Business Law. Prereq.: consent of instructor.
SMG IM  345. International Economic Relations I. Prereq.: CLA EC 101, 102. Introduction 
to main determinants of international trade and payments: international trade theory and policy, 
the balance of payments and the foreign-exchange market, the adjustment process, the interna­
tional monetary system, and other political and institutional frameworks for international coopera­
tion and competition.
SMG IM  346. International Economic Relations II. Prereq.: SMG IM 345 or equivalent. 
International capital movements and economic development: international capital markets and 
their operations; long-term capital flows and the transfer process; foreign direct investments— its 
benefits and costs; the economics, politics, and limits of economic development.
SMG IM  445. International Management. Prereq.: CLA EC 101, 102. Management in the 
international setting: the evolution of international business from transfer of goods to transfer of 
capital, technology, and managerial skills; the multinational corporation and the nation-state- 
political and legal dimensions; planning, organizing, and managing international operations; inter­
national business and world resource allocation.
DIRECTED STUDY
SMG MG 545, 546. Directed Study in Management Policy. Prereq.: consent of instructor.
SMG IM  545, 546. Directed Study in International Management. Prereq.: consent of 
instructor.
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Management Science
Professors Chang, Hanna, Herniter, Theodore 
Associate Professors Berger, Marcotte, McBrien 
Assistant Professors Glickman, Monahan, Nelson, Welam
SMG MS 122. Introduction to Quantitative Methods. Freshman requirement. Basic ele­
ments of decision making under certainty. First half o f semester focuses on application of linear 
programming to business decision problems. During second half of semester students choose one 
of three tracks: special track provides an extensive review of algebra, the regular track provides 
a rapid review of algebra and further applications of linear programming, honors track covers 
further applications of linear programming and related topics. Computer print-outs will be used.
SMG MS 221. Probability and Statistics. Prereq.: SMG MS 122 or equivalent. Sophomore 
requirement. Emphasis on solving decision problems under conditions of uncertainty. Topics 
include probability, distributions, and an introduction to sampling; classical statistical techniques 
of estimation, hypothesis testing, and analysis of variance; nonparametric tests and an introduction 
to Bayesian analysis. Computer print-outs will be used.
SMG MS 222. Management Science. Prereq.: SMG MS 221 or equivalent. Sophomore re­
quirement. Application of quantitative techniques to the solution of management problems. 
Topics include regression and correlation analysis, a continuation of decision methods under 
uncertainty, and an introduction to management science models. Final phase involves analysis of 
cases integrating the three-course quantitative methods sequence. Computer print-outs will be 
used.
SMG MS 345. Operations Research. Prereq.: SMG MS 222. An analytical basis for manage­
ment decision making through the formulation of mathematical models. Approaches utilized 
include network flows, discrete optimization, dynamic programming, queuing theory, game 
theory, optimum seeking methods, and heuristics. Application to cases involving the manufactur­
ing and service industries, transportation and distribution, public administration, and social issues.
SMG MS 347. Decision Analysis. Prereq.: SMG MS 221. Study of the basic concepts in 
decision analysis, Bayesian statistics, and statistical decision theory. Topics include decision trees, 
utility theory, subjective assessments, group decision making, and risk sharing. Analysis of a variety 
of decision problems under uncertainty.
SMG MS 349. Finite and Differential Analysis. Prereq.: SMG MS 222. Principles of linear 
algebra and differential calculus applied to problems of management science, particularly optimi­
zation models. Topics applied to management situations include systems of equations, matrix 
algebra, concepts of limits and differentials, functions of several variables, the method of Lagrange 
Multipliers, marginal analysis, infinite series and convergence, and differential equations.
SMG MS 545. Seminar in Management Science. Prereq.: consent of instructor.
SMG IS 465. Computer and Information Systems. Prereq.: consent of instructor. Digital 
computer as a machine for calculating, storing, and manipulating data, and simulating processes; 
an aid to problem solving, information retrieval, and decision making. Study of programming 
languages, especially FORTRAN IV. Emphasizes planning and design required in effective man- 
machine systems and interactive capabilities of time-sharing computing.
SMG IS 467. Computing and Simulation. Prereq.: SMG MS 222 or consent of instructor. 
Introduction to computing; emphasis on model building and simulatidn. Comparison of determin­
istic and stochastic processes, implementation of algorithms, and random number generation. 
Interactive computing, information systems, teaching machines, and games. Students design and
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construct simulations of individual interest using time-shared FORTRAN. Brief survey of special- 
purpose simulation languages.
SMC AC 467. Account's Role in Management Information Systems. Offered jointly with 
Accounting Department (see description under Accounting).
SMG OM  323. Operations Management, junior requirement. Principal problems confront­
ing the operations manager in terms of design, operational, and control issues. Considers key 
decisions made during the initial, on-line, and control stages of production including product and 
process design, facility size, location and layout, demand forecasting, production and work force 
planning, quality assurance and control, and facilities maintenance and replacement.
SMC O M  445. Logistics Management. Prereq.: SMC OM 323. How management can best 
provide a profitable level o f service to customers through effective planning, organizing, and 
controlling of distribution activities. Functions considered include transportation management, 
inventory control, materials handling, warehousing, order processing, protective packaging, prod­
uct scheduling, facility location, and customer service.
SMC O M  447. Operations Management in the Service Sector. Prereq.: SMG OM 323. 
Extends the concepts, tools, and techniques of operations management to both profit and non­
profit organizations in the nonmanufacturing sector. Activities covered include health care, mili­
tary, criminal justice, recreation, education, communications, transportation, and government. 
Involves field work.
SMG O M  449. Operations Management Policy. Prereq.: SMG OM 323. Provides an under­
standing of both internal and environmental influences on the policy-making process of operations 
management. Formulation of policy considering interaction within the technology of the industry, 
competitive situation, economics of the industry, as well as internal strengths and weaknesses of 
the firm. Emphasizes analysis and discussion of cases on selected industries.
SMG O M  545. Seminar in Operations Management. Prereq.: consent of instructor.
DIRECTED STUDY
SMG MS 545,546. Directed Study in Quantitative Methods. Prereq.: consent of instructor.
SMG O M  547, 548. Directed Study in Operations Management. Prereq.: consent of in­
structor.
Marketing
Professors Beckwith, Carson, Wortzel 
Associate Professors Curhan, Riesz 
Assistant Professor Permut
SMG MK 323. Marketing Management, junior requirement. Study of marketing function in 
context of both the firm and today's society. Emphasizes basic decision-making tools and analytic 
processes employed by the marketing manager. Topics include consumer behavior analyses, 
advertising and sales promotion, pricing, selection of distribution channels, product and new 
product policy.
SMG MK 445. Marketing Communications. Prereq.: SMG MK 323. Objective is to provide 
analytic and decision-making skills in all modes of marketing communications—advertising, per­
sonal selling, word-of-mouth, sales promotion. Builds on basic consumer behavior and marketing 
concepts. Examines development of a communications strategy, design of promotional efforts,
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and evaluation of their effectiveness.
SMC MK 447. Marketing Research. Prereq.: SMC MK 323. Introduction to the tools and 
techniques of marketing research as an aid to marketing decision making. Topics include the 
definition of research problems, selection of research methodologies, design of research projects, 
interpretation of research results, and translation of research results into action. Field work on 
research projects included.
SMG MK 449. Sales Management. Prereq.: SMG MK 323. Provides an understanding of the 
environment in which sales management operates and the approaches and techniques employed 
by managers to develop and capitalize on market potential through use of the sales force. 
Emphasizes information collection and analysis of relevant marketing data, sales management and 
the marketing mix, sales force organizational structure, and managing sales personnel.
SMG MK 465. Retailing Management. Prereq.: SMG MK 323. Designed for students inter­
ested in the management of retail institutions. Topics considered in relation to the management 
of a variety of large and small retail institutions include buying, merchandising, pricing, promotion, 
inventory management, customer service, control, and location selection.
SMG MK 467. Marketing and Society. Prereq.: SMG MK 323. Marketing from the point of 
view of the consumer and society. Analyzes growth and changes in the marketing system as a 
response to the social and political environment. Covers topics of social and consumer concern: 
deceptive communications, price discrimination, product quality and safety, and the role and 
nature of competition.
SMG MK 469. Logistics Management and Physical Distribution Systems. Prereq.: SMG 
MK 323, SMG OM 323. Intended to build students' skills in designing and managing logistics 
systems. Physical distribution and logistics decisions discussed in relationship to total marketing 
strategies. Topics include setting logistics-distribution objectives, planning and designing plant- 
warehouse-market interfaces, number and location of facilities, inventory management, and trans­
portation.
SMG MK 485. Marketing Programs. Prereq.: SMG MK 323 plus one 400-level marketing 
course. Students in cooperation with an outside organization develop a marketing program based 
on a comprehensive investigation of available resources including industry executives, company 
officials, and library research. Outside readings assigned, cases discussed.
SMG MK 487. Advanced Marketing Management. Prereq.: SMG MK 323. Further develops 
skills and extends knowledge of marketing management acquired in Marketing Management (SMG 
MK 323). Extensive use of in-depth case analyses as the major teaching device. Written and/or 
oral reports required as appropriate. Outside readings include relevant journal articles on topical
issues.
DIRECTED STUDY
SMG MK 545, 546. Directed Study in Marketing. Prereq.: consent of instructor.
Organizational Behavior
Professors Gerstenfeld, Pearse, Pease 
Associate Professors Guiot, Labovitz, Leader 
Assistant Professors Baird, Wertheim
SMG OB 122. Human Behavior in Organizations. Freshman requirement. Management- 
centered concentration on both methods and findings of the behavioral sciences as applied to
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problems of administering modern organizations. Topics include cognition, attitude formation and 
change, perception, motivation, group dynamics, leadership theories, and supervisory style. Cur­
rent organizational development techniques including management by objectives, grid programs, 
and T groups are analyzed and evaluated.
SMC OB 321. Dynamics of Organizational Behavior. Prereq.: SMC OB 122. junior re­
quirement. Incorporates perspectives on human behavior into a systems view of organizations. 
The major stages of modern organizational theory are covered: Classical, Human Relations, and 
Systems. Issues such as organizational health and effectiveness, organizational change and devel­
opment, organizational planning and leadership are examined. Lectures, readings, small group 
activities, speakers, field projects.
SMC OB 445. Complex Organizations and Management. Prereq.: SMC OB 321. In-depth 
examination of the evolving structures and processes of complex organizations since the Industrial 
Revolution. Two major approaches to organizational theory are examined: the sociological ap­
proach and the managerial approach. Major schools of thought are covered: Early theories, 
Classical, Human Relations, Decision Making, Bureaucratic, Coffman, Socio-Cultural, Systems, 
and other recent approaches. Cases, lectures, simulations, small group exercises, field projects.
SMC OB 447. Personal Growth and Development in Group and Organizational Settings.
Prereq.: SMC OB 321 and consent of instructor. Students examine personal growth activities 
used in group and organizational settings by applying the techniques in a small group setting and 
evaluating their usefulness. Topics covered: personal awareness and expression of feelings, 
motivational patterns, verbal and nonverbal interpersonal communication, interpersonal 
managerial style, and goal setting in career planning processes.
SMC OB 449. Personnel Practices in Human Resource Management. Prereq.: SMC OB 
321. Contemporary techniques and issues related to personnel practices in the modern organi­
zation. Examines human resource factors: manpower planning, staffing, personnel development, 
reward systems and compensation practices, intergroup relationships and conflict management, 
managerial leadership, current manpower trends and implications for the future. Case studies, 
simulation, lectures, class team interaction exercises.
SMC OB 465. Organizational Analysis and Development. Prereq.: SMC OB 321 and con­
sent of instructor. Current topics in organizational analysis and development theory and related 
techniques for organizational change. Employs case analysis, role playing, and a major field project 
in which the class functions as a consulting organization for a selected business or public sector 
institution. The study is analyzed and a report to management prepared.
SMC OB 467. Work in Modern Society. Prereq.: SMG OB 321. Examines the meaning, 
problems, and potential solutions of work in the modern post-industrial society including the 
human and social aspects of work; problems in the service economy, managerial levels, and 
assembly line; and managerial solutions and experiments. Attention given to work structure in 
other countries and to key experiments in the redesign of work and the place of work.
SMG OB 545. Seminar in Organizational Behavior. Prereq.: SMC OB 321 and consent of 
instructor.
DIRECTED STUDY
SMG OB 547,548. Directed Study in Organizational Behavior. Prereq.: consent of instruc­
tor.
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Admission
Boston University seeks a student body that is representative of various social, cultural, 
and educational backgrounds from geographical areas both national and international. 
The excellence and diversity that is Boston University each year draws students from 
all 50 states and 77 foreign countries. Boston University admits students either as 
freshman or as undergraduate transfers from other collegiate institutions.
Application for admissions is made through the Office of Admissions, 121 Bay State 
Road, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts 02215. A non-refundable fee of 
$2 0 .0 0  should accompany the application.
Admission of Freshmen
The Board of Admission considers each candidate on an individual basis. Primary 
emphasis is placed on the strength of the student's secondary-school record. Required 
test scores (SAT or ACT), character, breadth of interest, school recommendations and 
other personal qualifications are also carefully evaluated by the Board of Admissions. 
For the School for the Arts an audition or portfolio is also required. Secondary school 
graduation or equivalency diploma is required for all candidates. CEEB Achievement 
Tests are required for certain programs and interested students should consult the 
catalog section of that school for specific information.
Minority students who are incoming freshmen may apply for admission under a 
Minority Program which is designed to enhance the possibility of their attendance at 
Boston University.
Those Schools and Colleges of the University which admit freshmen in January, as 
well as in September, require that freshmen shall have completed their secondary- 
school work and be available to register and attend classes on the January date indicated 
in the university calendar.
EARLY DECISION
Qualified students for whom Boston University is a first choice may receive an early 
decision on their application, except for the Six-Year Liberal Arts-Medical Education 
Program and the School of Theatre Arts of the School for the Arts. They must file for 
September entrance by October 15. Decisions on admission are made during Decem­
ber; on financial assistance as soon thereafter as is practicable. The early decision reply 
date, by which a deposit must be paid, is January 15.
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DEFERRED ADMISSION
Deferred Admission may be granted to students who wish to postpone entrance for up 
to one year providing they have not been in full-time enrollment at some other collegi­
ate institution. They should notify the Admissions Office in writing and request activa­
tion of admission sixty days prior to their planned entrance.
EARLY ADMISSION
A candidate for Early Admission is expected to have achieved a superior academic 
record, to have scored at a high level on the Scholastic Aptitude Test or the College 
Entrance Examination Board or the American College Testing Program, and to have 
demonstrated exceptional emotional and social maturity. Candidates without a second­
ary-school diploma must present a written agreement by the secondary school to issue 
such diploma upon satisfactory completion of one or two semesters of college work 
at Boston University.
NOTIFICATION FOR FRESHMEN
Offers of admission to Boston University are made during the winter months with the 
majority of the notifications complete by April 15th. A declaration of intent to register 
must be submitted by May 1. Exceptions to this policy will be made in writing from the 
Office of Admissions. With this declaration, commuting students must enclose a non- 
refundable deposit of $100.00, and for University residence students the non-refunda- 
ble deposit is $200.00. This deposit is credited toward the student's University tuition 
charges.
PLACEMENT AND CREDIT BY EXAMINATION
Students entering Boston University may qualify for advanced placement in certain 
courses by offering satisfactory scores in College Board Achievement Tests.
College credit, as well as placement, may be given to those students who take the 
College Board Advanced Placement courses and appropriate tests in high school. 
Students who are otherwise qualified may receive advanced placement and credit with 
test scores of 3, 4, or 5. Certain University programs do not grant placement or credit.
In special cases, college credit and advanced placement may be given on the basis 
of knowledge acquired by experience or independent study. To receive this considera­
tion, a student must make a special request to the Office of Admissions at the time he 
applies for admission and arrange to sit for the appropriate examinations. Generally, 
these are the College Level Examinations offered by the College Board and any supple­
mentary test a department may require.
Admission of Transfer Students
(See also School and College sections.)
Students with earned credit from other colleges may be admitted. Applicants for 
September or January entrance must have completed course work and be available to 
register and attend classes on the date indicated in the University calendar. Transfer 
students are not admitted in January in the School of Nursing, Sargent College of Allied 
Health Professions, and The School of Art and The School of Theatre Arts of the School 
for the Arts.
Undergraduate transfer students are encouraged to file an application approximately
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60 days prior to the beginning of the semester of enrollment to insure adequate time 
for all necessary records to be received and evaluated. (February 1 for fall admission 
to The School of Theatre Arts of the School for the Arts.)
Each applicant must present the following:
1. An official transcript of any and all previous college records
2. Secondary-school record and College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test for ACT 
scores
3. A confidential health record statement from the student health service of the 
college attended to the Boston University Health Service
4. A current bulletin of the institution previously attended
Candidates for the School for the Arts must present a portfolio or audition.
GENERAL TRANSFER INFORMATION
A candidate must be in good standing at his current college. All candidates are en­
couraged to offer a broad liberal arts curriculum for transfer admission. A tentative 
evaluation of transfer credits is forwarded to accepted candidates, except for the 
School for the Arts. In recognizing credit by transfer from other institutions, the Univer­
sity does not ordinarily accept credit for courses in which the candidate has received 
grades lower than C.
NOTIFICATION FOR TRANSFERS
Offers of admission to transfer students are made on a rolling basis of notification as 
a student's credentials become complete. Upon such notification a student will also 
receive a tentative evaluation of his/her transfer credit as applicable to the particular 
degree program.
International Candidates for Undergraduate Admission
International undergraduate student applicants must file their application by February 1. 
They must present evidence of proficiency in the English language as part of their 
admission credentials. Scores on the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) and 
on the Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College Entrance Examination Board should be 
forwarded to the Office of Admissions, 121 Bay State Road, Boston, Massachusetts 
02215.
ENGLISH FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
All international students enrolled at Boston University are required to demonstrate 
proficiency in the English language in order that they may profit fully from their 
academic programs. In order to insure such proficiency, a testing program and certain 
special courses have been established and are required as defined below.
Prior to completion of registration, all international students whose native language 
is not English and who have been in the United States less than two years must take 
a proficiency examination. Arrangements to take this examination must be made 
through either the Office of English for International Students, Department of English, 
College of Liberal Arts, or the International Student Center.
On the basis of examination results, international students may be:
1. Excused from special work in the English language and assigned to the regularly 
required English courses
2. Assigned to special non-credit courses in the English language
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3. Assigned to a special credit course in English composition for international students
Intra-University Transfer Candidates
Boston University students in good standing who wish to transfer from the School or 
College of their current enrollment to another within the University may apply directly 
to the new School or College. (See College of Basic Studies section for its transfer 
policy.) Applications may be secured through the current School or College. Students 
who wish to be eligible for preregistration in a new School or College must apply by 
November 1 for second semester; by March 1 for the following September. Applicants 
ineligible for preregistration should apply no later than December 1 for second semes­
ter; no later than May 1 for the following September.
Interviews/Campus Visit
While formal interviews are not required (except for Six-Year Medical candidates) the 
admissions counselors will be pleased to meet with individual students and discuss the 
various programs and activities of the University in terms of each individual's specific 
goals and interests. An interview at Boston University also allows students to visit the 
campus and evaluate from his or her own perspective the type of environment and 
extensive facilities the University has to offer. Each weekday tours are conducted by 
the President's Efostsat 10:15,11:15,12:15,1:15, 2:15, and 3:15 from the Castle which 
is located at 225 Bay State Road. Saturday tours start at the Admissions Office at 10:00 
a.m., 1 1 :00  a.m., and 12 :00  noon.
Office of Veterans' Affairs
This section of Student Academic Support Services is the official liaison between the 
University and all Selective Service System local boards and the various components 
of the Armed Services.
Students sponsored by the Veterans Administration or a branch of the Armed Ser­
vices must be certified in advance of registration through this section. The Veterans and 
Selective Service Office is located at 775 Commonwealth Avenue, West Tower.
Admission to Graduate and Professional Programs
Application for admission to graduate study is made directly to the individual School 
or College offering the desired program. The appropriate graduate bulletin should be 
consulted for admission requirements and procedures. (See section on Graduate Pro­
grams within the University for a listing of the graduate and professional programs.)
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Financial Information
Tuition and Fees— Undergraduate
Semester bills may be paid in advance by mail or at the Comptroller's Office, 881 
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02215. Preregistered students are 
mailed bills to the address on record.
Tuition, fees, and residence hall charges are to be paid in full at time of registration; 
however, if financing has not been arranged through other sources, parents may 
finance through several plans. (See following section on Deferred Payment.) Deposits 
are credited to semester bills.
The University accepts Master Charge for the payment of tuition and fees up to the 
extent of the unused credit card limit.
Checks should be made payable to Boston University.
No student may withdraw in good standing unless all current obligations to the 
University are paid.
The Trustees of the University reserve the right to change tuition rates or fees at their 
discretion whenever it is deemed advisable.
First Second
FULL-TIME STUDENTS Semester Semester Total
Tuition (12-18 credits)..............................
Additional charge of $103 per credit 
for any excess registration
$1,640.00 $1,640.00 $3,280.00’
George Sherman Union Fee....................
Student Association and Activities fee
$2 0 .00
$2 0 .00
$2 0 .0 0 $40.00
This fee supports individual College pro­
grams as well as all-University programs
Full-time students in schools and colleges under the Four-Course System are charged 
full tuition and fees if they are enrolled for three to four courses. Students permitted 
to register for more than the equivalent of 18 credit hours will be assessed at the hourly 
rate of their School or College of registration. Honor students with a cumulative grade 
point average of 3.7, or seniors requiring a fifth course for graduation, may obtain 
special permission to be exempt from these overload charges from the office of the 
dean of the School or College in which the student is enrolled.
PART-TIME STUDENTS
Registration Fee ..............................................................  per semester $ 15.00
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Tuition 0/2- 1 1 V2 credits) per credit $103.00
Service Charges
Application fee for admission .......................................................................... $20.00
Medical insurance (1975-1976 rate)................................................................ $55.00
This policy or comparable insurance is required of all international students and 
optional for full-time students who are U.S. citizens. A folder on medical insurance is 
mailed to all students by the Division of Student Health. The insurance premium is
subject to change.
Late registration and payment ($5 for part-time students)............................  $25.00
Transcript.................................................................................................................  $1
Transcripts ordered at one time in excess of 10 will be 50s1 each.
The fee must accompany the transcript order.
Reissue of picture I.D. card ($1 for reissue of other I.D. cards) ........................  $5
Reissue of Food Permit............................................................................................ $5
All fees are nonrefundable. The student is charged actual cost for any breakage or 
damage to University property. Library fines are charged by the librarian.
Living Expenses for Resident Students
Room and board contract for the academic year covers twenty meals per week; a 
brunch and evening meal are served on Sunday. Residence hall contracts are made for 
the full academic year, with payments due in two installments.
(See section on Payment of Expenses.)
The Trustees of the University reserve the right to change residential hall rates and 
to assess students for special services whenever such action is deemed necessary.
Types of rooms Rate Where Board Total
Doubles in large Towers,
halls, and all 700 Commonwealth
rooms except singles Ave., West Campus,
in most most small halls
smal1 halls .................... $875.00 $800.00 $1,675.00
Any bed that is Myles, Shelton,
part of a suite Audubon Court,
configuration Buswell, West Campus
(except singles) ............ $925.00 $800.00 $1,725.00
Singles without baths .. $940.00 All halls $800.00 $1,740.00
Singles with
private baths ................ $965.00 Myles only $800.00 $1,765.00
Other Expenses
The estimated cost of books and supplies is $150 a year. A minimum of $400 more 
should be allowed for incidental expenses, which varies with individual circumstances, 
such as transportation, laundry, clothing, recreation, and miscellaneous expenditures.
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Deferred Payment
As a convenience to students and parents who wish to make payments on a monthly 
basis, the services of the following agencies are available: Tuition Plan, Inc.; the First 
National Bank of Boston offers the Boston University Education Loan Plan; the National 
Shawmut Bank of Boston offers the Educational Payment Plan and Tuition Aid Program; 
and Richard C. Knight Insurance Agency, Inc., offers the Insured Tuition Payment Plan. 
Information may be obtained through the Comptroller's Office of the University. Con­
tracts for all full-time students or students under twenty-one years of age must have 
the signature of a parent or guardian.
Withdrawals and Refunds
During a regular semester, up to the end of the fifth week, a student who reduces his 
course load and thus becomes responsible for a lower tuition charge than that which 
was initially assessed will receive a 100% credit for the difference.
Students, who find it necessary to withdraw completely from the University must file 
an Official Withdrawal Form with their dean's office within five days of the withdrawal. 
Mere absence from classes does not reduce a student's financial obligation nor guaran­
tee that a final grade will not be recorded.
Upon receipt of the Official Withdrawal Form, from the dean's office, the University 
Registrar's Office will adjust the student's account as follows:
Prior to the start of classes..........................................  100% of tuition and fees
During the first two weeks of classes........................... 80% of tuition
During the third week of classes................................... 60% of tuition
During the fourth week of classes................................. 40% of tuition
During the fifth week of classes ................................... 20% of tuition
After the fifth w eek......................................................... No refund allowed
Note: no fees are refunded after the start of classes.
A credit balance in a student's account resulting from a withdrawal, overpayment, 
or adjustment will be refunded.
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Financial Assistance
Part of the University's effort to provide higher education for as wide a range of 
students as possible is its comprehensive program of financial assistance. Consisting of 
scholarships, loans, and employment, this assistance is awarded singly or in combination 
to qualified full-time applicants on the basis of financial need and superior academic 
ability.
Unless otherwise indicated, application is made to the Boston University Office of 
Financial Assistance, 125 Bay State Road, Boston, Massachusetts 02215. <
Application for Scholarships
FRESHMEN
Incoming freshmen need to submit a Parents' Confidential Statement through the 
appropriate office of the College Scholarship Service. This statement is the only appli­
cation required by this office and it should be submitted no later than February 1.
Afro-American Program
Black students who are incoming freshmen may apply for admission and financial 
assistance under the Afro-American Program which was designed to enable them to 
attend Boston University more easily. Applicants to the Program should indicate their 
interest in participating on their admissions application. A Parents' Confidential State­
ment is the only application required by the Office of Financial Assistance to be 
considered for financial assistance. Acceptance under the Program does not guarantee 
financial assistance since University resources are not sufficient to meet the needs of 
all who apply.
Other Minority-Group Students
Other minority-group students from other ethnic backgrounds who are incoming fresh­
men may apply for admission and financial assistance under the Other Minority-Group 
Program which was designed to enable them to attend Boston University more easily. 
Applicants to this Program should indicate their interest in participating on their admis­
sions application. A Parents' Confidential Statement is the only application required by 
the Office of Financial Assistance to be considered for financial assistance. Acceptance 
under the Program does not guarantee financial assistance since University resources 
are not sufficient to meet the needs of all who apply.
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tr an sfer  s t u d e n ts
Transfer students may apply for limited scholarship assistance, loans, and/or a Work- 
Study job for their first semester as a full-time student at Boston University. Applications 
must be returned by July 1 for consideration for first semester and December 1 for 
second semester.
UPPERCLASSMEN
Upperclassmen and those students who did not initially receive four-year renewable 
awards as incoming freshmen, who meet the requirements of financial need and satis­
factory academic achievement, may apply for assistance during the months of February 
and March. The deadline for receipt of these applications is April 1.
Application for Loans
Boston University is an authorized lender under the Federally Insured Student Loan 
(FISL) Program. Commonly known as the "guaranteed student loan program," funds 
can be loaned to students by Boston University to supplement the cost of education. 
For those with demonstrated financial need, the federal government pays all the inter­
est on the FISL loan while the student is in school and for nine months thereafter. 
However, Boston University will make FISL loans available to students even if a student 
does not qualify for this federal interest benefit. For those who do not qualify for the 
federal in-school benefit, 7% interest is paid by the student periodically during the 
school year. During the repayment period, which can extend up to ten years following 
graduation, depending upon the size of the total FISL loan, simple interest of 7% 
accrues on the declining loan balance. Apply for a FISL loan directly with the Financial 
Assistance Office.
In addition, the University has available private low-interest loans, National Direct 
Student Loans, and Nursing Student Loan Funds.
Work Opportunities
A wide variety of openings for work on campus have been reserved for students 
applying for assistance. Boston University also participates in the federal Work-Study 
Program, offering jobs both on and off campus. Application for work opportunities 
under the Work-Study Program should be made to the Boston University Office of 
Financial Assistance.
The University Placement Service, 195 Bay State Road, has full information on 
part-time and summer employment either on campus or in metropolitan Boston. Stu­
dents may register with the Service at any time after acceptance.
International Students
Because scholarship and loan funds are limited, it is not possible to consider requests 
for financial assistance for foreign students prior to or during their first year of study 
at Boston University. It is possible to apply for assistance in subsequent years but such 
assistance is granted only in minimal amounts. U.S. Immigration and Naturalization 
Service regulations do not permit foreign students to work, even part time, until one 
academic year has been completed. It is essential, therefore, that the student s financial 
resources be assured, and of sufficient amount for the entire period of undergraduate 
study, before undertaking study in the United States.
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School of Management
Numerous scholarships and prize awards are also available specifically for students 
enrolled in the School of Management. Those for which freshmen may qualify are 
awarded through the University Office of Financial Assistance.
SCHOLARSHIPS
The Scholarship of the Boston Chapter, Administrative Management Society. An annual 
$300 scholarship awarded to a qualified junior who is majoring in Management.
Charles E. Bellaty Memorial Fund. Income available for scholarships. Fund established in 
memory of Charles E. Bellaty, Professor of Advertising and Marketing Emeritus.
Class of 1924 Scholarship Fund. Established upon the 50th reunion of the class of 1924. Annual 
income available for scholarships. «
Edward R. Collier Memorial Fund. Annual monetary award made to a student in sophomore, 
junior, or senior class. Fund established in memory of Edward R. Collier, Professor of Government 
Emeritus, by his wife and friends.
Jessie Makin Davis Scholarship Fund. Annual income available for scholarships.
Samuel H. and Sadye (Sherman) Gereboff Scholarship Fund. Scholarship assistance available 
from income, awarded annually with preference to residents of Rhode Island and Plymouth, 
Massachusetts.
Harry Goodman Scholarship Fund. Scholarship assistance available from income, awarded 
annually to a student selected by the Dean or Trustees.
Charles Hayden Memorial Scholarship Fund. Scholarships for freshman men.
Dean Everett W. Lord Scholarship Fund. Scholarship made on basis of scholastic excellence 
and need.
Phi Chi Theta Margaret A. Michie Memorial Scholarship Fund. Annual income to assist 
needy young women.
Charles H. Palmer Scholarship Fund. Through Mrs. Phyllis H. Thomas, in memory of Charles 
H. Palmer, School of Management alumnus, $200 is available each year in scholarship aid to a 
member or members of the junior class.
Abram A. Ramsey Scholarship Fund. Annual income available for scholarships.
Agnes I. Selig Scholarship Fund. Annual income available for scholarships.
Silverman Scholarship Fund. Scholarship for a major in accounting who is preparing for the 
C.P.A. examination.
Bernard Striar Scholarship Fund. Annual income available for scholarships.
Wolpe Memorial Scholarship. A scholarship of $100 awarded by the Massachusetts Associa­
tion of Public Accountants in memory of Samuel Wolpe. Award made to a deserving junior who 
is majoring in Accounting and is a resident of Massachusetts.
Bertram Zakon Scholarship Fund. For undergraduate male students.
PRIZE AWARDS
The Stanton J. Ten Broeck, Jr. Memorial Prize. Awarded to senior who has attained the 
highest scholastic average. Award, amounting to $25 annually, is in the form of books given by 
members of the family in memory of Stanton J. Ten Broeck, Jr., Class of 1923.
Raymond L. Mannix Scholars Prize. Awarded to three members of the junior class preparing 
for a career in accounting. Award, in the form of three-year subscriptions to two major accounting 
journals, is given in honor of Raymond L. Mannix, Professor of Accounting Emeritus, and made 
possible through contributions from School of Management Alumni.
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Registration
Registration is conducted under the direction of the University Registrar. The student 
reports to his School or College for detailed instructions concerning registration proce­
dure.
Every student must register during the official registration period, the dates for which 
are set forth in the calendar in the front of this bulletin.
The registration form must be signed by the School or College adviser of the student 
and must include all courses to be taken in the University.
Candidates for admission may not register until they have received a formal state­
ment of acceptance from the Director of Admissions.
Registration for Continuing Students
Continuing students are expected to register for the following semester either in 
November or April. Bills are mailed after registration in December for the second 
semester and July for the first semester.
Undergraduate students who have voluntarily absented themselves from the Univer­
sity for one or more semesters must petition for reinstatement in their original School 
or College eight weeks prior to the start of the semester through the Office of the 
University Registrar.
Change in Course
Students wishing to change course elections after registration must consult their adviser 
and fill out the appropriate "Drop-Add Form" at their School or College office. A 
request for late registration in courses cannot ordinarily be granted after the first full 
week of classes.
Late Registration
A fee of $25 ($5 for part-time students) is charged to those students who do not register 
during the official period. In no event may a student register later than one week 
following the close of the official registration period without written approval of the 
dean of the School or College or his authorized representative.
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Academic Policies
All general University academic policies are indicated in this section of the bulletin. 
Specific regulations or exceptions applicable to the School of Management may be 
found in the subsequent section listing academic policies of the School or through the 
School's Undergraduate Program Office.
Grades
CREDIT
The unit in reckoning requirements and credit in five of the undergraduate colleges is 
the semester credit, equivalent to one class hour a week for one semester. Two 
laboratory hours count as one semester credit. In the College of Business Administra­
tion, School of Education, College of Liberal Arts, and School of Public Communication, 
a one-semester course is valued at 4 credits for purposes of internal University records 
such as the computation of grade point indexes, the assessment of transfer credit, and 
the assessment of tuition charges.
HONOR POINTS
Honor points are the numerical equivalents assigned to each letter grade.
GRADE POINT AVERAGE
The grade point average is obtained by dividing the total honor points earned by the 
total semester credits of those subjects completed, with the following exceptions: the 
letter grades H and P are not computed in the grade point average. I grades are not 
computed in the grade point average until and unless additional required work is 
fulfilled and an appropriate letter grade assigned. J grades are not computed in the 
grade point average until the required work in the same or continuing course is com­
pleted. At that time, the total credits for the course are computed in GPA on the basis 
of the last grading date.
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GRADING SYSTEM
The following grading symbols are authorized for use by the Schools and Colleges of 
the University:
Letter Grade Honor Points Explanation
A 4.0 Excellent
A - 3,7
B + 3.3
B 3.0 Very Good
B- 2.7
c+ 2.3
c 2 .0 Satisfactory
c - 1.7
D 1 .0 Low pass
F 0 Fail/no credit
H Not applicable Honors
P Not applicable Pass with credit
1 Not applicable Incomplete/additional work 
required
J Not applicable Registration in the same or 
continuing course neces­
sary to complete 
requirements
AU Not applicable Audit/no credit
NC Not applicable No credit/course not accept 
able for degree
W Not applicable Withdrew after five weeks
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES
Grade reports are mailed to the student approximately three weeks after the end of 
each semester.
WITHDRAWAL FROM COURSES
A student may drop a course anytime during the first five weeks of the semester by 
completing a Drop-Add Form available at the School or College office. No indication 
of this withdrawal is made on the student's permanent academic record.
Any withdrawal made after this five-week period requires the approval of the stu­
dent's School or College and is indicated on the student's record with a W without any 
letter grade.
in c o m p l e t e  c o u r s e  w o r k
If, for acceptable reasons, a student fails to take the final examination or to complete 
any other required work within a course, he receives the grade of I with no letter grade 
indication. Within the time limit set by the individual School or College but no later than 
the end of the following semester, the student must complete the course requirements. 
If he does not complete those requirements within the time limit established, the I grade 
remains unchanged on his record. If he does complete the course requirements, the 
I grade is replaced with the appropriate letter grade. Certain exceptions are made for
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work not completed in the case of graduate seminars or courses requiring two or more 
semesters of work. (See School and College sections.)
TRANSCRIPTS OF GRADES
To secure an academic transcript of grades, a transcript request form must be filled out 
at either the School or College office or at the Office of the University Registrar. Letter 
requests providing complete attendance data will also be honored. All transcripts are 
forwarded by U.S. mail approximately two weeks from receipt of request.
The regular transcript fee is $1. Transcripts ordered at one time in excess of 10 will 
be 50tf each.
Attendance
A student is expected to attend each class session unless he has good reason for being 
absent. There is no "cut allowance." A student may be required at any time to account 
for undue irregularity in attendance, either by personal explanation to his faculty 
adviser or dean, or by written statement from home or other authority. Any student 
who has been excessively absent from a course may be required to withdraw from that 
course without credit.
Commuting students absent from class five days or more for illness must present to 
the Division of Student Health a certificate of fitness from their physician or be exam­
ined at the University Clinic. Residence hall students absent from class for illness must 
be in the infirmary or at home.
Withdrawal from the University
A student wishing to withdraw from the University must report to his School or College 
office and fill out the University Withdrawal Form.
REINSTATEMENT
Undergraduate students who have voluntarily absented themselves from the University 
for one or more semesters must petition for reinstatement in their original School or 
College eight weeks prior to the start of the semester through the Office of the 
University Registrar.
Students who transfer to another institution and wish to return must apply for transfer 
through the Admissions Office. (See section on Admission.)
Examinations
Examinations in courses are given at the discretion of the instructor. Final examinations 
are required in most undergraduate courses and are given during the scheduled exami­
nation period.
No student who fails in a course is allowed to take a second examination until he 
has repeated the course.
If a student is absent for good reason from a course examination at the end of the 
semester and desires credit for the course, he must make application for special exami­
nation privileges at his School or College. Special examinations cannot be taken later 
than the semester immediately following the absence.
No student on probation may hold office in any School, College, or University 
organization, participate in any intercollegiate events or programs, including athletics, 
or otherwise represent the University or his School or College. A student on probation 
is not excluded from membership in a student organization.
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A student on probation is ineligible to receive any financial assistance from the 
University or College scholarship or loan funds. Freshmen are continued on scholarship 
through the freshman year.
Suspension or Dismissal
Boston University, through its various faculties or appropriate committees, reserves the 
discretionary right to suspend or dismiss any student from the University for failure to 
maintain a satisfactory academic record, acceptable personal behavior, or satisfactory 
standards of health.
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Directory
Schools and Colleges
College of Basic Studies, 871 Commonwealth Avenue 
Brendan F. Cilbane, Dean 
School of Management, 685 Commonwealth Avenue 
Peter P. Gabriel, Dean 
School of Education, 765 Commonwealth Avenue 
Robert A. Dentler, Dean 
College of Engineering, 110 Cummington Street 
Louis Padulo, Dean 
School for the Arts, 855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Norman Dello Joio, Dean 
Graduate School, 705 Commonwealth Avenue 
Warren F. Ilchman, Dean ad interim 
School of Graduate Dentistry, 80 East Concord Street 
Henry M. Goldman, Dean 
School of Law, 765 Commonwealth Avenue 
Paul M. Siskind, Dean 
Graduate Tax Program 
Robert). McDonough, Director 
College of Liberal Arts, 725 Commonwealth Avenue 
Warren F. Ilchman, Dean 
Division of General Education, 855 Commonwealth Avenue 
School of Medicine, 80 East Concord Street 
John I. Sandson, Dean 
Metropolitan College, 755 Commonwealth Avenue 
Hubert S. Gibbs, Dean 
School of Nursing, 635 Commonwealth Avenue 
Linda K. Amos, Dean ad interim 
School of Public Communication, 640 Commonwealth Avenue 
John Wicklein, Dean 
Sargent College of Allied Health Professions, University Road 
Bernard Kutner, Dean 
School of Social Work, 264 Bay State Road 
Joseph E. Meisels, Dean
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Summer Term, 685 Commonwealth Avenue 
Stephen ). Trachtenberg, Director 
School of Theology, 745 Commonwealth Avenue 
Merle R. Jordan, Dean ad interim 
University Professors' Program, 270 Bay State Road 
Sol Levine, Acting Director 
Program in Artisanry, 112 Cummington Street 
Richard I. Rossbacher, Director
Offices of Interest to Students
Office of Admissions, 121 Bay State Road 
Warren K. Cooper, Acting Director 
Advisory Resource Center, 704 Commonwealth Avenue 
David C. Nichols, Director 
Office of Career Planning and Placement 
Counseling Center 
African Studies Center, 10 Lenox Street, Brookline 
John R. Harris, Director 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Afro-American Center, 178 Bay State Road 
The Reverend Floyd H. Flake, Director 
Center for Applied Social Science, 112 Cummington Street 
Max Birnbaum, Director 
Division of University Athletics and Physical Development Programs, 
281 Babcock Street 
Staton R. Curtis, Dean 
Bookstores, 775 Commonwealth Avenue 
Lloyd D. Myers, Director 
Marsh Chapel, 735 Commonwealth Avenue 
Donovan Roberts, Acting University Chaplain 
Office of the Comptroller, 881 Commonwealth Avenue 
Henry T. Spiers, Comptroller 
Computing Center, 111 Cummington Street 
John E. Alman, Director 
Center for Criminal Justice, 141 Bay State Road 
Sheldon Krantz, Director 
Danielsen House, 185 Bay State Road
Donovan Roberts, Acting University Chaplain 
Danielsen Pastoral Counseling Center, 745 Commonwealth Avenue 
Merle R. Jordan, Director 
Office of Financial Assistance, 125 Bay State Road 
Richard K. Fields, Acting Director 
Food Service, 755 Commonwealth Avenue 
William E. Muser, Director 
Health Services, 881 Commonwealth Avenue 
Samuel E. Leard, M.D., Director
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Hillel House, 233 Bay State Road 
Rabbi Joseph A. Polak, Director 
Housing Office, 195 Bay State Road 
Robert N. Alsworth, Director 
Information Services
William Allen, Director 
Union Information Center, 775 Commonwealth Avenue 
University Information Center, 771 Commonwealth Avenue 
Center for Law and Health Sciences, 209 Bay State Road 
George J. Annas, Director
Mugar Memorial Library, 771 Commonwealth Avenue 
John P. Laucus, University Librarian 
Newman House, 211 Bay State Road 
Charles J. Brunick, Catholic Chaplain
Parking and Telephone Services, 755 Commonwealth Avenue 
Joseph P. Carey, Director
Office of Public Relations, 207 Bay State Road 
Jack Star, Director
Office of the University Registrar, 881 Commonwealth Avenue 
Richard R. Randlett, University Registrar
Office of Residence Life, 775 Commonwealth Avenue 
Karen T. Rigg, Associate Director 
Campus Security, 32 Gaffney Street 
Captain Paul M. Bates, Chief
Speech Language, and Hearing Center, 765 Commonwealth Avenue 
Linda P. Schubert, Director
Special Collections, Mugar Library, 771 Commonwealth Avenue 
Howard B. Gotlieb, Director o f Special Collections 
Student Academic Support Services, 197 Bay State Road 
Robert W. Tobin, Vice President 
Student Union, 775 Commonwealth Avenue 
S.U.R.G.E., 209 Bay State Road 
Michael Jeneid, Director
Resource Office for Community and Field Experience Programs, 775  Com­
monwealth Avenue 
Carol G. Moore, Director
George Sherman Union, 775 Commonwealth Avenue 
John E. Ewart, Director
Office of Veterans' Affairs, 755 Commonwealth Avenue 
Ann McCormick, Director
adrrrtnistrative^ffi^ U n iv e rs ity * *  “  ° '  * "  “ "d^a dua ,e  sluden, and does no, include a complele listing o, the
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The University
Boston University's undergraduate Schools and Colleges are on the banks of the Charles 
River one mile from the center of the city. The urban campus combines high-rise 
academic buildings and dormitories, traditional gothic structures, and the bow-fronted 
row houses for which Back Bay Boston is famous. Across town, the Boston University 
Medical Center is a complex of handsome new buildings containing the School of 
Medicine, School of Graduate Dentistry, and the affiliated University Hospital.
From the time it received its charter in 1869, Boston University has been a university 
without racial, religious, or similar restraints on the admission of students or the employ­
ment of faculty. The University has the distinction of graduating the first woman Ph.D. 
in this country as well as the first American Indian doctor, and of leading in the 
education of black teachers and doctors. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., developed his 
philosophy of non-violent protest while a graduate student at Boston University. The 
student body has for many years been divided almost evenly between young men and 
women, and the University has been a leader in attracting distinguished women faculty 
members. While nonsectarian, the University has always recognized the significance of 
religion. Marsh Chapel has regular nondenominational services. Newman House is a 
center for Roman Catholic students, Danielsen House provides working space for the 
Protestant chaplains to the University, and Hillel House is the center for Jewish stu­
dents.
The highest priority of the University today is the recruitment and retention of 
teacher-scholars who are fundamentally dedicated to undergraduate teachings while 
maintaining their scholarly work; over a hundred such teacher-scholars have joined the 
faculty in the last two years. The University is developing numerous programs that cross 
the boundaries of disciplines between its Schools and Colleges and their various depart­
ments.
Metropolitan Boston is an international center of cultural and intellectual activity with 
a concentration of higher educational facilities unrivaled in the world. In this environ­
ment, Boston University maintains a place of high distinction and contributes greatly 
to the city's intellectual and cultural life.
Boston University students, who come from every state in the union and from many 
foreign countries, become a part of a city whose history is central to the history of our 
country and the development of its democratic institutions, a city whose present and 
future may again be models for the country.
An urban university from its beginning, Boston University has grown and changed 
with the city, and has remained always deeply involved through faculty and students 
with the community. The School for the Arts comprising the School of Music, School
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of i heatre Arts, and School of Visual Arts offers a continuous program of plays, con- 
certs, recitals, and gaNery exhibitions. On campus, the School of Music sponsors nearly 
150 recitals a year by advanced students and distinguished faculty members The 
Boston University Theatre, home of many student productions of the School of Theatre
Af*S' ' S a^ross theDstreet from Symphony Hall where the Boston Symphony Orches ra 
and the "Boston Pops" regularly appear. V Stra
More than 1 000 students each year participate in the work of 140 Boston social and
welfare agencies through the Resource Office for Community and Field Experience
Programs. Students in the College of Basic Studies have for ten years had a 'social
concern program working with the aged and visiting hospitals and prisons
Many research projects in the College of Liberal Arts are directly related to urban
te 35 ' I 3 rT ' ar T Urse- Metropolitan College offers bachelor's and mas­
ter s degrees in urban affairs through a rapidly expanding program
Students of the Schools of Education and Public Communication regularly work with
m S m  T i f f , ^ r f s  and * *  schools as par, of their professional trabTg
Students in the School of Management help community organizations and agencies 
ith management problems; one group, trained by the Internal Revenue Service, helps 
elderly citizens with their tax returns. The College of Engineering has developed new 
concentrations for undergraduates in such fields as urban engineering and environmen­
tal engineering, both of which involve work with real urban problems 
Students, graduate and undergraduate, in the professional schools participate in the
heban CH th^°U8h diniCal 3nd field WOrk under the direction of faculty mem­bers and through voluntary organizations.
r . n i ? ?  M demS u3" 6  3 " Public defender" program in Roxbury, and the
Center for Criminal justice has become nationally known for its studies and work on
S r h lk 0nf MIOnS ? f° rm- The Sch0° ' of Medicine, in cooperation with the
k Nursmg and Social Work and Sargent College of Allied Health Professions 
b developing new techniques in the delivery of health care and preventive medicine 
particularly in disadvantaged urban areas.
hmwn5Stn8 f° r. Stud.fntus at Bf0st0n University ranges from high-rise dormitories to small
Sna^h 0 "  Wh 35, as twenty students with a common interest such as
Sp3n sh, Russian, or music live together. In the large dormitories there is an expanding
s e S  ° f .S0“ al' cultural' and academic activities. Faculty members, for instance, lead
I r Z Z  d° rmS ° n Urb3n pr0blems and similar questions, and students have
of new studemT ° r8aniZatl° nS in the large dorms for social activities and orientation
,  S n T T ' ? PV S-are 3n outstanding success at Boston University, with more than 
f*ud^n ,s playingo:  otganized teams each year. The leading intramural sports are 
touch football, basketball, and softball, including coed teams. There are also intramural 
teams ,n ice hockey, floor hockey, volleyball, soccer, and coed water polo. The Harold 
L. Lase Physical Education Center provides an ice rink, Olympic swimming pool, and 
a gymnasium for the entire student body.
In intercollegiate athletics, Boston University is famed for its hockey team, taking the 
national championship in 1971 and 1972. The University is a member of the Yankee 
Conference for intercollegiate football and basketball. One of the fastest growing 
intercollegiate sports at Boston University is wrestling. Boston is a sports-minded city 
boasting the Red Sox in professional baseball; the Bruins and Braves in hockey; the 
Celtics in basketball; and the New England Patriots in football.
On the international level, the University's Overseas Graduate Program, conducted
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under a contract with the Department of the Army's General Educational Devel­
opmental Agency, offers advanced degrees in Business Administration, Education, In­
ternational Relations, and Engineering to students based in a number of locales in 
Germany and Italy. In Brussels, a graduate branch of the School of Management offers 
a Master of Business Administration degree to European and American businessmen 
working in the city that has become the "capital" of the Common Market. In 1975, 
the University established an Institute for Musical Theatre in Hamburg.
Boston University alumni are widely distributed across the country and the world. 
These alumni—many in such professions as teaching, nursing, business, the law, den­
tistry, journalism, music, the theatre, physical or occupational therapy, engineering, 
and medicine— have found a more meaningful personal life through their education 
and through that education make a contribution to our whole society.
History of the University
The origin of Boston University is found in the action taken at a convention of New 
England friends of improved theological training held in Boston in April 1839. For the 
next twenty-eight years the School thus founded conducted its work at Newbury, 
Vermont and later at Concord, New Hampshire. In 1867 it was transferred to Boston 
where it was called the Boston Theological Seminary until it became the School of 
Theology of Boston University. On May 26, 1869, the Commonwealth of Massa­
chusetts made Isaac Rich (1801-1872), Lee Claflin (1791-1871), Jacob Sleeper (1802- 
1889), and their associates and successors, "a body corporate forever" under the name 
of the Trustees of Boston University. In establishing the University as a means of 
promoting learning, virtue, and piety in the useful and liberal arts and sciences, these 
founders were moved by a long series of American and English activities for higher 
education reaching back through a century or more to Lincoln College of Oxford 
University.
In its beginnings Boston University provided a true educational barometer for its era. 
By 1874, six additional units of instruction, located in the Beacon Hill area, were 
thriving: law, music, oratory, liberal arts, medicine, and the graduate school of "all 
sciences." Young and vigorous, with high ideals of educational service, the University 
rapidly developed an increasingly competent faculty and a growing body of students. 
As Boston moved westward the University moved with it. The Copley Square area 
became its new center.
During the thirties the shift began to a central campus between the Charles River and 
Commonwealth Avenue. This development continued through the post-war years, 
when the enrollment expanded considerably. More recently there have been built 
high-rise dormitories, the George Sherman Union, the Mugar Memorial Library, and the 
Law-Education Building. The Boston University Medical Center (the School of Medi­
cine, the School of Graduate Dentistry, and University Hospital) on Harrison Avenue 
has been engaged in a $60 million building program that is nearing completion.
At this time Boston University is in its second century of education and service.
The Campus
CHARLES RIVER CAMPUS
The Charles River Campus extends over forty-five acres and stretches along Common­
wealth Avenue on one side and the Charles River on the other. Within this span lie the
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classroom facilities, libraries, laboratories, residence halls, gymnasiuums, and adminis­
trative offices for fourteen of the sixteen Schools and Colleges of the University. To the 
west, beyond Boston University Bridge, are Nickerson Field and the residence halls on 
West Campus; to the east are Kenmore Square and other residence halls. The Daniel 
L. Marsh Chapel on the plaza is a center of nonsectarian worship. (See map at the end 
of *his bulletin.)
MEDICAL CENTER CAMPUS
The School of Medicine, School of Graduate Dentistry, and University Hospital are 
units of Boston University Medical Center located in a four-block area in the South End 
of Boston.
LIBRARIES
The Mugar Memorial Library, opened in September of 1966, provides central library 
service to all students and faculty of Boston University.
Reference services, the principal card catalogs, and current periodicals are on the first 
floor. The main book collections are on open shelves on floors two through six. A 
feature of the library is the audio listening area where music, drama, and poetry 
recordings are piped to tables with earphone jacks.
The library is well-equipped for the storage of rare books and special collections. In 
a security study room, scholars can use such unique collections as the Bortman 
Americana Collection, the Stone and Bullard Lincolniana Collections, and the extensive 
manuscript holdings of the library. Regular exhibits are displayed in the Exhibition Room 
of the Special Collections Division.
Other libraries on the campus containing specialized collections are those of the 
Schools of Law and Theology.
The central University Information Center is located in the front foyer of the first floor 
of the library.
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, MUGAR LIBRARY
Special Collections in the Mugar Memorial Library contains the Rare Book Collections 
of rich holdings extending from the sixteenth through the twentieth centuries, with 
strong emphasis on eighteenth- and nineteenth-century English literature, Dickens, D. 
H. Lawrence, George Bernard Shaw, H. G. Wells, Galsworthy, Longfellow, Howells, 
Stowe, Holmes, Whittier, Emerson, and Whitman. An extensive collection of America­
na for the Colonial period, the Lincoln Collection, the Pascal Collection, the Anderson 
Poetry Collection, the Military History Collections, the History of Nursing Archives, the 
Lranz Liszt Collection, and the Book Arts Collection. The Twentieth Century Archives 
holds the personal papers of some 800 public figures in literature, journalism, theatre, 
film, music, politics, diplomacy, and the popular arts such as Martin Luther King, Jr., 
Bette Davis, Alistair Cooke, and Heinrich Boll.
LABORATORIES
The University laboratories are provided for research and training in disciplines ranging 
from the physical sciences to the dramatic arts. On the Charles River Campus are the
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science laboratories for biology, chemistry, and physics, and the engineering laborato­
ries. Expanded medical science laboratory facilities are at the Medical Center Campus. 
Other main campus laboratories are those for the humanities, languages, mental health, 
nursing, psychology, social sciences, and the practicing arts, as well as a computing 
center. The Boston University Theatre, a fuil-sized professionally equipped facility on 
Huntington Avenue, serves as a workshop for the dramatic arts.
THE GEORGE SHERMAN UNION
This modern complex has become the center of campus life for students, faculty, staff, 
alumni, and their guests. Whether it be to avail oneself of the food facilities, browse 
in the University Bookstore, bowl, play billiards or other table games in the Carnes Area, 
or just relax, participants are invited to make use of these extensive facilities while they 
are at Boston University.
University-sponsored groups and organizations are able to reserve conference rooms 
for meetings and seminars as well as tables for the dissemination of informational 
literature. Films, lectures, art exhibits, and recitals are frequently held in the George 
Sherman Union.
Other facilities included in the Union are a ballroom, conference auditorium, dining 
areas, TV rooms, Program Resource Office, student organizational offices, Union Infor­
mation Center, and a branch U.S. Post Office.
Special Academic Units
UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS' PROGRAM
The University Professors' degree program consists of flexibly designed cross-discipli­
nary studies developed to meet the needs and facilitate the individual goals of a small 
number of carefully screened students. Designed by the students themselves in consul­
tation with their principal professors, their program provides alternate academic oppor­
tunities to those of traditional departments. Under continued supervision by a commit­
tee of professors, determined by the range of subjects to be studied, each student 
carries out his or her program within a sufficient, rather than a required, period of time.
The University Professors are characterized by teaching and scholarship in more than 
one academic discipline and work for the growth of new cross-disciplinary programs 
within and between the various Schools and departments of the University. The courses 
they teach, offered on both the graduate and undergraduate levels, are open to all 
University students. These courses are intended to combine an in-depth view of the 
subject matter with an intellectual relevance that extends beyond the bounds of a 
particular field.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY-FRANKLIN INSTITUTE PROIECTS
In 1974 Boston University and the Franklin Institute of Boston began an affiliation. The 
University provides housing, athletic, and library services to students in the Institute 
along with other administrative support. Students in Metropolitan College and the 
Franklin Institute can cross-register in courses, and Franklin Institute courses are offered 
under the auspices of the University's summer program as well. An experimental
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engineering project seminar during Spring 1975 provides a collaborative experience for 
faculty and students in the College of Engineering and the Institute. The new Program 
in Artisanry is also a product of the affiliation.
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. AFRO-AMERICAN CENTER
The Martin Luther King, Jr. Afro-American Center was established in 1968 to serve as 
an academic support unit in assisting black students in adjusting to Boston University. 
Its programs are varied in nature with primary emphasis on tutorial assistance, academic 
and personal counseling, and research in Afro-American history and programming to 
meet the social needs of minority students on campus. The center further serves as the 
liaison between Boston University and the Metropolitan Black community. A number 
of special projects have been developed to increase the level of understanding and 
cooperation among blacks and whites on campus. The Center is located at 178 Bay 
State Road. Phone: 353-3791.
AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER
The African Studies Center offers graduate programs for research and teaching on an 
interdisciplinary basis with primary emphasis on anthropology, economics, geography, 
history, political science, sociology, law, management, and health sciences. Degree 
programs are offered by the individual departments, but specialization in African Stud­
ies is provided in each of these disciplines. Programs involving work in more than one 
department are encouraged. Multidisciplinary research projects undertaken collabora- 
tively between the Center and African institutions provide opportunities for experience 
in the field and close working relationships with African scholars and administrators.
CENTER FOR APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCE
The Center for Applied Social'Science is presently undergoing a re-examination of its 
objectives and an assessment of its program potential for the future. Its present program 
offerings are co-sponsored courses, faculty seminars, and support for applied social 
science offerings in major departments. An associated activity is the Boston University 
Human Relations Laboratory, a consultation service, and evaluation research facility.
PROGRAM IN ARTISANRY
Boston University offers a curriculum in the liberal arts, fine arts, and small business 
management coordinated with intensive studio experience in a variety of crafts in 
wood, metals, textiles, and ceramics. The degrees of Bachelor of Applied Arts and 
Associate in Applied Arts are awarded students who satisfactorily complete the pro­
gram. Students who produce work judged to be of the highest professional quality may 
be awarded a Certificate of Mastery. A primary career goal of the program is that of- 
professional designer-artisan. Studio faculty represent successful careers as producing 
craftsmen and teachers with outstanding exhibit recognition.
This new academic offering is aimed at a coherent intellectual and physical education 
of students. We particularly seek to serve the needs of students with strong skill and 
motivation toward the rewards of designing and producing objects of quality.
The Program in Artisanry is a project of affiliation between the Franklin Institute of 
Boston and the University.
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CENTER FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Under the direction of Professor Sheldon Krantz, the Center for Criminal Justice is 
involved in research and development on major problems and reform needs in the field 
of criminal justice. Primary emphasis is given to applying legal and social science 
research skills to complex and critical issues. Although the Center engages in projects 
of national scope, it also gives priority to working with criminal justice agencies in the 
metropolitan area of Boston that are committed to reform. During the past year, the 
Center's staff devoted most of its attention to the problem of implementation of the 
right to counsel in lower criminal courts. Under a grant from the National Institute of 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, the Center examined the impact of Argersinger 
v. Hamlin in nine jurisdictions around the country and constructed models of represen­
tation to implement Sixth Amendment rights more effectively. The Center is currently 
involved in a project on intake screening in prosecutors' offices and will soon begin a 
major research project in conjunction with the Boston Police Department.
The Center's staff, along with its Director, includes three lawyers and one criminolo­
gist.
Boston University law students work at the Center on a part-time basis during the 
school year and on a full-time basis during the summer, to the extent that grant funds 
are available.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY GERONTOLOGY CENTER
On April 16,1974, by action of the Board of Trustees, the Boston University Gerontolo­
gy Center was established to coordinate and strengthen the University's historically rich 
and diverse efforts related to the health and welfare of older persons, and to promote 
university-wide laboratory and field research, degree-related interdisciplinary educa­
tion, short-term training, and service programs in the field of aging. Through the 
representation of fifty departments and programs of fifteen Schools in the University, 
three acute care metropolitan hospitals, two chronic disease hospitals, and approxi­
mately fifteen community agencies and organizations, the Center membership joins, 
consolidates, designs, and implements academic and service-related programs through­
out New England. Services offered through the Gerontolqgy Center include consulta­
tion on creating new programs; service and training program evaluation, proposal 
review and endorsement; fund-raising; technical assistance to agencies, community 
groups, industry, and government, curriculum development for degree and non-degree 
programs, and career guidance. The Center has offices on both the Charles River 
Campus (635 Commonwealth Avenue, Room 338) and on the Medical Center campus 
(80 E. Concord Street, Instructional Building, Room 519).
CENTER FOR LATIN AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
The Center for Latin American Development Studies presents a program of research 
and teaching with a strong emphasis on economics and comparative development. It 
sponsors a one-year program leading to a master's degree in economic development 
and a two-year program leading to a master's degree in Latin American Development 
Studies. The latter program is interdisciplinary with at least half (and a maximum of 
three-quarters) of the required courses chosen in economics, the remainder to be taken 
in other social sciences. Completion of the two-year master's program would qualify 
a student for admission to the Ph.D. program in economics, or, with suitable additional 
courses to be taken according to the student's previous curriculum, in anthropology,
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history, geography, political science, or sociology.
The Center has a number of scholarships available to enable students to come from 
Latin America to pursue further studies here, as well as some support not tied to 
nationality.
In its research program the Center takes an operational approach to development 
economics, combining economics and social theory adequately to form a basis for 
policy decisions. The research effort currently concentrates on the problem of reaching 
full employment in Latin America, through the more intensive use of existing installed 
capacity in industry in five Latin American countries (Brasil, Colombia, Chile, Peru, and 
Venezuela). Both the microeconomic determinants of underutilization of capital in the 
midst of its scarcity as well as the macroeconomic consequences of multiple shift 
operation of industry are investigated. The research is collaborative with Latin American 
universities, research institutes and government agencies.
Conferences and symposia on development economics and Latin American topics 
are a regular feature of the Center.
CENTER FOR LAW AND HEALTH SCIENCES
An interdisciplinary, interinstitutional program of seminars and research projects is 
offered for qualified graduate- and professional-school students from educational insti­
tutions in the Boston area who are interested in health-related problems. Previous 
student and faculty participants have been drawn from Boston College, Boston Univer­
sity, Brandeis University, Harvard University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Northeastern University, Suffolk University, and Tufts University and have represented 
several fields including law, medicine, and the disciplines within the social, behavioral, 
and physical sciences.
Seminars have been conducted in the following subject areas: Child Development 
and Public Policy, National Health Insurance, Delivery of Medical Care Services, Eugen­
ics and Population Policy, and Human Health and Environmental Decision Making.
Fall seminars will include "Health Care Policy, Regulation, and National Health 
Insurance," "Children at Risk: Medicolegal Problems of Minors,”  and in the spring 
"Genetics and Law”  and "Law and the Rights of the Mentally Handicapped.”
CENTER FOR THE PHILOSOPHY AND HISTORY OF SCIENCE
The Center is devoted to research, academic programs, scholarly conferences, public 
education, and publications in the philosophy and history of the sciences. Programs and 
activities of the Center include the Boston University Colloquium for the Philosophy 
of Science offering frequent public lectures and special conferences with invited at­
tendance; the Institute for Relativity Studies brings together distinguished theorists in 
general relativity, cosmology and astrophysics and philosophical foundations of space 
and time for research and teaching; special research conferences to stimulate interdisci­
plinary discussions and research; courses and seminars in the philosophy and history 
of science offered at both graduate and undergraduate levels in the Departments of 
Philosophy, History, Physics, Mathematics, Psychology, Biology, and Geography; inter­
national exchange programs involving a wide range of visiting professors from many 
foreign countries; publications derived from the Boston University Colloquium and 
other work of the Center including major contributions to Boston University Studies 
in the Philosophy o f Science.
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S.U.R.C.E. AT BOSTON UNIVERSITY
(Survival, Urgency, Re-creation, Growth, Enthusiasm)
S.U.R.G.E. is a program devised from the educational thesis of Dr. Kurt Hahn. It is a 
logical development of the Outward Bound program.
In addition to a teaching philosophy, S.U.R.G.E. offers a life-style and its application 
to survival, dealing with human limitations, judgment, and survival.
The program known as S.U.R.G.E. at Boston University provides students with a 
course and consequent follow-up involving them in self-realization. It is not a descrip­
tive course limited by four walls because it is too easy to talk of a search for reality by 
merely describing one's fantasies.
The course is treated in the Outward Bound style. The outdoor action process is 
linked with a very direct and clinical approach toward self-confrontation.
COMPUTING CENTER
The Computing Center operates an IBM 360/50 for instructional and research use 
throughout the campus. Access to the computer is by means of card decks or via 
typewriter terminals. The primary programming language for students is FORTRAN, 
though other computer languages are available. Procedures for using the computer 
system are described in the User's Guide to Batch Processing and Time-Sharing, on sale 
at the Bookstore.
The Computing Center is located in the Physical Sciences Building, 111 Cummington 
Street. The office is in Room 3, time-sharing terminals are located in Room 109, and 
job Input/Output in Room 11. To use the computer system a student must obtain an 
account number from the Computing Center; this requires approval of a course instruc­
tor or faculty adviser. Courses requiring use of the computer are taught in several 
schools; a number of computer programming courses are taught in the evening through 
Metropolitan College and are open to undergraduates subject to the approval of the 
undergraduate's School or College of registration.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
In recognition of the increasing interdependence of medical education, medical re­
search, and health service, the Boston University Medical Center was established in 
1962. Operating semiautonomously, but as an integral part of the University, the 
Medical Center joins and consolidates the resources and activities of the Boston Univer­
sity School of Medicine, the Boston University School of Graduate Dentistry, and the 
University Hospital. Its affairs are managed by a Director and Trustee Council. The 
Director of the Medical Center also holds appointments as Academic Vice President 
for Health affairs at Boston University and as Executive Vice President of the University 
Hospital. Established for the broad purpose of promoting and maintaining better health 
in contemporary society, the Medical Center at present has twenty affiliates in addition 
to its three constituent members.
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Student Academic Support Services
Boston University provides a wide range of opportunities,'services, and resources that 
supplement academic instruction. There is the whole field of cultural, political, reli­
gious, fraternal, and recreational activity in which student-initiated and University- 
assisted groups enliven and enrich the University and metropolitan community. Then, 
in the field of counseling, the University provides a variety of specialized professionals 
dedicated to assist students to meet their needs and solve their problems.
General administration of University life and services outside the classroom is as­
signed to the Office of Student Academic Support Services, under the Vice-President 
for Student Affairs, whose office is located at 197 Bay State Road.
Residence Halls
The forty-one dormitories and residence halls at Boston University range in size from 
small, converted townhouses with twenty students to eighteen-story complexes hous­
ing 1,600 undergraduate men and women. Included in the system are Myles Standish 
Hall and Shelton Hall, former hotels; the Towers, a pair of eight-story women's resi­
dences; the numerous brick and brownstone townhouses on Bay State Road, built 
when the street was an exclusive preserve of the Boston wealthy— many of them 
luxurious, all of them commodious; the large, semi-coeducational complex at 700 
Commonwealth Avenue consisting of three eighteen-story towers; West Campus Halls 
adjacent to the Case Sports Center. The great diversity of dormitories and residence 
halls offers the University community a tremendous opportunity to begin to experiment 
with a variety of residence hall patterns and with many different academic programs.
HOUSING OFFICE
The Housing Office coordinates and manages the business aspects of the University 
residence facilities. This function includes responsibility for residence hall furnishings, 
the administration of room reservation procedures, the processing of room and board 
charges, and the coordination of service areas such as vending, laundry, and general 
security. This Office also compiles and makes available information and listings of 
off-campus housing accommodations. The Office is at 195 Bay State Road.
FOOD SERVICE
This office is responsible for the quality control of food and menus at Boston University. 
It operates in conjunction with food committees in each dormitory and the George 
Sherman Union. Services are available to arrange special event menus for students and 
staff. Further information can be obtained from the office in the George Sherman 
Union.
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Advisory Resource Center
The basic goal of the Center is to contribute to the self-actualization of all students 
through the provision of programs and counseling services which foster personal 
growth and facilitate the attainment of vocational objectives. The Center's three major 
services are the Counseling Service, the Placement Service and the Career Devel­
opment Program. In addition, the Center houses the Resource Library which includes 
career guidance material, job-hunting manuals, job listings, periodicals, directories, 
information on many large corporations and most government agencies, and a com­
plete inventory of college and graduate school catalogues.
COUNSELING SERVICE
The Counseling Service seeks to reduce sources of individual and community stress 
which inhibit the emotional and intellectual growth of students. Individual and group 
counseling are available to students struggling with personal or emotional problems. 
Community consultation services are offered to residence halls, school and college 
administrative staff, faculty, and student groups. A testing service is also available 
including individual tests designed to measure interests, abilities, and personality char­
acteristics, and group administration of the College-Level Examination Program, the 
Miller Analogies Test, and English as a Foreign Language. A vocational testing service 
which consists of a preliminary interview, a battery of tests, and counseling aimed at 
vocational choice is offered to the public for a $75.00 fee; there is no charge to Boston 
University students. Finally, an intensive clinical training program is offered to graduate 
students in psychology, education, theology, social work, and psychiatric nursing.
PLACEMENT SERVICE
This service is provided for the entire student body and alumni. |ob listings, career 
counseling, and information about the current state of the job market are available from 
counselors with special expertise in educational or business placement. In addition, this 
service provides for on-campus interviews with recruiters and offers Credential Service 
which will keep academic records and letters of recommendation on file to be forward­
ed to prospective employers for a minimum charge.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
This is a new comprehensive program which offers workshops, seminars, and individual 
counseling to all Boston University students. Areas of training covered include values 
clarification, life-planning, decision making, resume writing, job-hunting strategies, and 
job-interviewing techniques.
University Chapel
MARSH CHAPEL
The University's central religious ministry is maintained through Marsh Chapel where 
Protestant worship is conducted each Sunday at 11 a.m. There is a wide variety of 
religious activities for students, and counseling with chaplains is available. The Chapel 
Congregation offers discussions, service projects, Bible study, forums, conferences, and 
retreats. Danielsen House at 185 Bay State Road is a supplemental facility to the Chapel 
and is open each day and evening for informal fellowship and group meetings.
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Independent Ministries
Students of all faith have organizations at 8 oston University. Information about these 
groups and about churches in the Boston area is available from Marsh Chapel.
NEWMAN HOUSE
Newman House is the center for Catholic Ministry on campus offering celebration of 
liturgy, personal counseling with chaplains, and discussions about issues of faith and 
conscience in today's awareness. It is located at 211 Bay State Road.
HILLEL HOUSE
The Jewish Center on campus offers a diverse range of programs including one of the 
largest free Jewish universities in the world. In addition to three parallel forms of Jewish 
worship on Sabbaths and Holidays, Hillel also offers an Israeli Dance workshop, a 
100-voice chorale, an extensive cluster of activities around peace/Soviet Jewry/lsrael, 
and a full-time rabbi for counseling and conversation. It is located at 233 Bay State 
Road.
Speech and Hearing Clinic
Students with speech or hearing problems may obtain diagnosis, therapy, and guidance 
without charge. The clinic is located in the School of Education and serves as a training 
facility for graduates in communicative disorders.
Student Health Service
Medical and minor surgical care are available to all full-time students. 
CLINIC/INFIRMARY
The Clinic which is open from 9-5 on a walk-in basis, offers students unlimited consulta­
tions with staff physicians and general surgeons for diagnosis and treatment. In addition, 
gynecological and orthopedic services are offered on an appointment basis. For more 
serious illness or surgery, the staff makes arrangements for students in the University 
Hospital, a unit of the Boston University Medical Center. General hospitalization costs 
are the responsibility of the individual student.
MENTAL HEALTH UNIT
A psychiatric team offers emergency care, evaluation, and short-term treatment to any 
full-time student in the University without charge. There is twenty-four-hour coverage. 
These services are completely confidential and all psychiatric records are separate from 
the general medical records.
The Clinic, Infirmary, and Mental Health Unit are located at 881 Commonwealth 
Avenue.
INSURANCE
A student's accident and sickness medical insurance plan (cost $55) provides medical 
coverage for emergencies and unexpected illness which cannot be handled by the 
Clinic or Infirmary. The University recommends this protection unless a student is
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adequately covered by some other comparable hospital insurance program. All stu­
dents are charged this fee, but may sign a form to exempt them at the time of fall
registration.
Resource Office for Community and Field Experience
The Resource Office for Community and Field Experience serves as a clearinghouse of 
community needs and volunteer opportunities for student organizations and individuals 
who want to become involved in social service projects. In addition, the office is 
available to assist professors in arranging community placements for class field experi­
ence. Through its Shared Experience Program, it provides students with opportunities 
to work as volunteers in vocational fields prior to their deciding on careers. The office 
is in Room 411 of the George Sherman Union.
International Student Office
The International Student Office, located in the George Sherman Union, Room 430, 
is the focal point for international student services and programs on campus. The staff 
provides advice and counseling to foreign students as they learn to adjust to campus 
life in a new culture. Special services for students and faculty from abroad include 
assistance with admissions requirements, visa eligibility, employment regulations, lan­
guage difficulties, liaison with foreign governments and sponsoring organizations, and 
future plans. The ISO maintains close cooperation with the International Student House 
at 481 Commonwealth Avenue which provides a campus residence for some 60 foreign 
and American students each year. International students should write to the office 
directly.
Campus Information Center
An information center for visitors to the campus is open seven days a week and is 
located in the Mugar Library Foyer. The staff are prepared to assist visitors by answering 
questions and making referrals to appropriate offices and departments.
Information regarding faculty, staff, and student addresses and telephone numbers 
is available by calling 353-3700. Telephone listings for all university departments are 
available through the University switchboard 353-2000.
Student Organizations
The range of campus clubs and groups, both social and professional, includes national 
honorary and professional societies, religious organizations, political groups, men's and 
women's fraternities, language groups, and the Student Union. Information and a 
complete listing of organizations is available in the Program Resource Office.
DEBATING TEAM
The Team takes part in intercollegiate competition among thirty colleges and universi­
ties. Members acquire current knowledge of key topics, debate form and logic, use of 
evidence, speech characteristics, and tournament procedures.
STAGE TROUPE
Students with no previous theatrical training may participate in the diversified program 
of frequent productions.
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SAVOYARDS (Gilbert and Sullivan Society)
The Savoyards is open to all students interested in acting, singing, or production of the 
comedy operettas in the repertoire. Past shows include Patience, Pinafore, Yeomen, 
lolanthe, and Mikado.
FRATERNITIES
Interfraternity Conference is the student governing body for the men's chapters on 
campus; Panhellenic Conference acts similarly for the women's chapters. Both bodies 
undertake a number of joint projects.
Chapters now holding recognition on this campus are as follows:
%
Men's Fraternities: Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Zeta Beta Tau
Women's Fraternities: Alpha Epsilon Phi, Phi Sigma Sigma, Pi Beta Phi
HONORARY AND PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES
The University has branches of many national organizations for the recognition of 
outstanding scholastic achievement or the promotion of scholarly activity. In most 
instances membership is by invitation.
In addition, Boston University has established societies for recognizing men and 
women students of unusual ability and high academic standing, e.g., Mortar Board, a 
senior women's honorary. (The Program Resource Office has a list of all these national 
and University organizations and societies. The School and College sections contain 
further information on the societies in their respective fields.)
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS
All Boston University students are invited to participate actively in some campus musical 
organization. Depending upon audition results and personnel need, one may choose 
from numerous choral and instrumental groups including the Boston University Chorus, 
Chamber Singers, Women's Chorus, Chapel Choir, Symphony Orchestra, Symphonic 
Band, Terrier Stage Band, brass ensembles, choral ensembles, and woodwind ensem­
bles.
RADIO AND TELEVISION
WBUR-FM, the University's 20,000-watt station, seeks to contribute to the intellectual 
and cultural resources of the community. It broadcasts high-calibre programs featuring 
Boston University talents as well as programs from other sources. It is professionally 
directed and students with exceptional proficiency participate in the programming.
The on-campus radio voice, WTBU-AM, features programs designed, produced, and 
conducted by students especially for student listening in the residence halls. Music, 
important campus events, news, remote pickups, and simulcasts with WBUR are fea­
tured.
WBU-TV, the University's closed-circuit television facility, is used as a laboratory for 
class instruction and student productions in the School of Public Communication. There 
is some opportunity for students interested in television as an extracurricular activity 
to work with regularly enrolled television majors.
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s t u d e n t  g o v e r n m e n t
School and College
Each School and College has its own student government composed of representatives 
from each class. The School or College student council regulates the student affairs 
within its own college. The University-wide student governing body, Student Union, 
has representation from each School and College. Each residence hall also maintains 
its own student government composed of elected representatives from each hall.
Student Union
This is an all-University student government elected by the undergraduate student 
body. It is responsible for developing programs relating to student interest.
Student Publications
The News and The Daily Free Press are student newspapers published independently 
of Boston University with their principal readership on campus. In addition, a number 
of publications are produced through residence halls and School and College student 
organizations.
Celebrity Series
The Boston University Celebrity Series was founded to provide students, faculty, and 
staff of the University with the opportunity to hear the world's leading musical artists. 
Series tickets are available at special rates at the beginning of each academic year. 
Information may be obtained at the office of the School for the Arts.
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Policies and Procedures Pertaining to 
Student Life
Housing Regulations
Residence hall living is a part of the total educational process within the University. 
Living in the residence hall system provides opportunities for personal development and 
growth. Successful experience in group living requires of each student an attitude of 
cooperation, and acceptance of social responsibility, and a willingness to participate for 
the common good.
The following housing regulations apply to all full-time undergraduates registered for 
12 semester credits or more.
FRESHMEN
Freshmen (who will not have reached age twenty-one by October 1 of that specific 
year) are required to live in a Boston University residence hall unless they reside with 
a parent or legal guardian or spouse. Requests for the following exceptions, which are 
accompanied by a statement of parental consent, are considered by the University 
Housing and Food Service Committee, from which written approval must be obtained 
prior to occupancy of the requested residence:
1. Students living with blood relatives who are maintaining a home
2. Students believing they have sufficient reason to warrant consideration for off- 
campus housing
OTHER REGULATIONS
Boston University anticipates a continuation of residence hall space limitations, at least 
for the immediate future. In recognition of current University housing regulations, 
freshmen are assured of residence assignment provided that they comply with the 
reservation procedures. It is the University's desire and intent to house sophomores, 
juniors, and seniors as space permits.
Although housing regulations are subject to change prior to announcement in official 
publications, notice of change will be given, wherever possible, well in advance of the 
effective date.
The University unconditionally reserves the right to inspect a student's room, to 
reassign or repossess rooms, and to effect any other steps necessary and advisable in 
the interest of health, safety, and conduct of its residence hall program. Any student 
whose residence hall citizenship does not meet the standards established by the Univer­
sity and the student government may be denied residence hall accommodations.
The Office of Residence Life, working closely with the student government in each
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hall administers all general policies and University rules and regulations of the resi­
dence halls.
Students with questions or concern about any aspect of residence hall life are wel­
come to talk with any member of the Residence Life staff.
Health Regulations
These regulations apply to all full-time students:
1. A medical history and physical examination form, furnished by the Admissions 
Office at the time of acceptance, must be completed and returned to the Division 
of Student Health Office before registration.
2. A report of chest x-ray or tuberculin intradermal test take within one year of 
admission must be submitted.
3. Initial series of tetanus toxoid immunization and one booster within 10 years are 
required of all entering full-time students.
4. Students returning to the University after more than one semester's absence must 
file a new medical history and physical examination form.
5. Commuting students absent from class five days or more for illness must present 
to the Division of Student Health a certificate of fitness from their physician or be 
examined at the University Clinic.
6. Residence hall students absent from class for illness must be in the infirmary or at 
home.
7. Doctor's residence hall or home visits are made at the student's expense.
8. The Division of Student Health is not responsible for the payment of hospital or 
other medical expenses incurred for intercollegiate athletes or others.
Policy on Use of Alcoholic Beverages
The State Law of Massachusetts provides that "no alcoholic beverages can be sold, 
delivered, or given in any way to a person under eighteen years of age." The University 
supports this law without exception.
Students who are legally eligible have the privilege, on University property, of con­
suming alcoholic beverages, but usually only in the privacy of their residence rooms.
Policy on Use of Drugs and Narcotics
Boston University operates within the laws and statutes of the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts and neither permits nor condones the possession, use, or sale of illegal 
drugs and narcotics. Students are discouraged from experimentation with harmful 
drugs and narcotics, especially those about which the contents and the dosages are 
uncertain.
Parking Regulations
Freshmen and sophomore undergraduate students residing in University or fraternity 
residences or living in private homes within the Charles River Campus are not permitted 
to have cars.
Due to the critical parking situation in the campus area, commuting students are 
expected to use public transportation if possible. Upper-class resident students are 
urged not to bring cars into Boston; evidence of arrangement for off-street overnight 
parking must be furnished.
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Accreditation
Boston University has two types of accreditation: one covering the University as a 
whole, and the other covering the programs of the individual Schools and Colleges.
The University as a whole is accredited by the New England Association of Schools 
and Colleges, one of six nationally recognized regional accrediting agencies. Accredit­
ing associations of individual Schools and Colleges are listed below:
School of Management
American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business 
School of Theology
American Association of Theological Schools
School of Law
American Bar Association
Association of American Law Schools (Member)
School of Public Communication (public relations and journalism-news editorial programs) 
American Council on Education for journalism
Graduation programs in clinical <and counseling psychology in the Graduate School 
American Psychological Association
Graduation program in speech pathology in the Sargent College of Allied Health Professions 
American Speech and Hearing Association 
School of Social Work
Commission on Accreditation of the Council on Social Work Education 
Department of Chemistry of the College of Liberal Arts 
Committee on Professional Training of American Chemical Society 
Graduate program in teaching the deaf in the School of Education 
Conference of Executives of American Schools for the Deaf 
School of Graduate Dentistry 
Council on Dental Education
Occupational therapy and physical therapy programs in Sargent College of Allied Health 
Professions
Council on Medical Education of the American Medical Association in collaboration with the 
American Occupational Therapy Association 
College of Engineering curricula in Aerospace Engineering, Manufacturing Engineering, and 
Systems Engineering 
Engineer's Council for Professional Development 
School of Medicine
Liaison Committee on Medical Education (Joint Committee of the American Medical Association 
and the Association of American Medical Colleges)
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The School of Music of the School for the Arts
National Association of Schools of Music 
School of Education
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education 
School of Nursing 
National League for Nursing
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Division of Physical Development 
Programs
Harold C. Case Physical Education Center
The Harold C. Case Physical Education Center is a six and one-half million dollar 
indoor/outdoor educational complex with facilities for hockey, basketball, swimming, 
crew, track, tennis, and football. The Center also contains classrooms and extensive 
support services.
It is a multi-purpose building serving physical education, recreation, intramurals, 
athletics, convocations, institutes, and special events. In addition, the Case Center 
provides saunas for men and women, gymnasia for all types of physical activity, a dance 
studio, wrestling room, and a modern weight training room.
The Division of Physical Development Programs is designed to introduce educational 
purposes and content into all athletic programs as well as to bring academic and athletic 
concerns into a more balanced relationship at Boston University. The Division concerns 
itself with the relationship of human movement to the development of the individual 
and the quality of his life-style. Through the media of organized physical activity, 
intramural and intercollegiate competition, clinics, workshops, institutes and symposia, 
it applies knowledge from the social and medical sciences to contemporary problems 
in the areas of health, physical education, athletics, and recreation.
Physical Education and Recreation
The Department of Physical Education and Recreation is a service organization within 
the Division of Physical Development Programs. Its primary purpose is to meet the 
physical needs of students, providing them with opportunities to develop and practice 
activity skills and to maintain and to improve strength, flexibility, and endurance.
Physical education classes, intramural, and recreational programs include such activi­
ties as: badminton, bowling, conditioning, dance (ballet, ballroom, folk, jazz, modern), 
diving, fencing, golf, gymnastics, officiating (men and women), paddleball, movement 
and mime, self-defense, sailing, scuba, skating (hockey—power and figure), slimnastics, 
swimming (lifesaving, WSI), sports combination, tennis, volleyball, wrestling, yoga, 
six-man soccer, touch football, ice broomball, floor hockey, indoor soccer, weight­
lifting contest, ice hockey, lacrosse, innertube water basketball, turkey trot, ten pin 
bowling, billiards, and innertube water polo.
Intercollegiate Athletics
Intercollegiate athletics are an integral and important part of Boston University's educa­
tional objectives. Sports are seen here as vital and beneficial activities creating a balance 
between mental and physical training, providing relaxation and enjoyment for student
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participants and spectators, developing a spirit of unity and high morale in the student 
body, and encouraging teamwork.
The Department of Athletics presently sponsors the following varsity sports for men: 
basketball, crew, cross country, football, hockey, sailing, skiing, soccer, track and field, 
and wrestling; and for women: sailing, skiing, crew, swimming, and basketball.
See the Comprehensive Undergraduate Bulletin for further details.
*
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engineering. The degree offered is the Bachelor of Science with a major in an engineer­
ing specialty. The program is founded on a liberal arts background and the engineering 
sciences. An elective major provides specialization and design experience. The elective 
majors are Aerospace Engineering, Biomedical Engineering, Computer Engineering, 
General Engineering, Manufacturing Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and Sys­
tems Engineering. The baccalaureate degrees in Aerospace Engineering, Manufacturing 
Engineering, and Systems Engineering are accredited by the Engineer's Council for 
Professional Development (ECPD).
The engineering programs at Boston University permit qualified students to transfer 
into the College of Engineering at the jurTior level after completing a two-year liberal 
arts program with the appropriate mathematical and natural sciences. Two-year gradu­
ates of the community colleges will find this transfer program particularly attractive, as 
will liberal arts students desiring an engineering baccalaureate degree. Selected courses 
are offered during the summer to facilitate transfer into the College.
An intensive one-year program leading to the Master of Engineering in Manufactur­
ing is also offered at the College. This program may be coordinated with School of 
Management offerings to permit a student to earn both the M.Eng. and the M.B.A. in 
two academic years and the intervening summer. This coordinated program requires 
admission to both the College of Engineering and the School of Management before 
beginning either program. In addition to the Manufacturing Engineering program, 
programs leading to Master of Engineering degrees in Computer Systems and Applied 
Mechanics are under development. Louis Padula, Dean; 110 Cummington Street.
Graduate School (Arts and Sciences)
Programs are offered in the arts and sciences leading to the Master of Arts (A.M.) and 
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degrees. The A.M. program in general requires one to 
three years of study. The post-master's Ph.D. program usually requires five years. In 
certain departments the credit requirements for the master's and doctoral schedules 
may be combined to provide a seven-year doctoral program without the intervening 
A.M. Specializations are available in the following fields: Afro-American Studies (A.M. 
only), American and New England Studies, anthropology, astronomy, biochemistry 
(interdepartmental), biology, chemistry, classical studies, economics, English language 
and literature, fine arts, geography, geology, history, mathematics, medical and dental 
sciences, modern foreign languages and literatures, music, philosophy, physics, political 
science, psychology, sociology, and theological and religious studies. In addition, vari­
ous opportunities for advanced study are available which focus on an area within a field. 
For example, students in the social sciences may specialize in African Studies or Latin 
American Development Studies. A unique opportunity for research training in the 
marine sciences is available at the Marine Biological Laboratories and the New England 
Aquarium as part of the Boston University Marine Program. A part-time program offers 
the A.M. in international relations to U.S. Government military and civilian personnel 
in Brussels, Berlin, and Heidelberg. Students in the Graduate School may cross register 
into courses at Boston College, Brandeis University, and Tufts University. Warren F. 
Ilchman, Dean ad interim; 705 Commonwealth Avenue.
School of Graduate Dentistry
A four-year predoctoral program leads to the Doctor of Dental Medicine (D.M.D.)
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degree. On recommendation, students are permitted to return to the School of Medi­
cine to fulfill requirements for the M.D. degree. Postdoctoral education in the special­
ized branches of dentistry is offered leading to the Certificate of Advanced Graduate 
Study, the Master of Science in Dentistry or Nutritional Sciences, and the Doctor of 
Science in Dentistry, Oral Biology, or Nutritional Sciences. A Ph.D. program is offered 
in conjunction with the Graduate School Division of Medical and Dental Sciences. The 
program for continuing education offers short, intensive courses of interest to the 
general dental practitioner and the specialist in all phases of dental science. Henry M. 
Goldman, Dean; 100 East Newton Street.
School of Law
The School of Law is located on the central campus in modern high-rise facilities. The 
main building of the school contains classrooms, courtrooms, offices for the faculty and 
administration, and the main law school library, with a total collection of 126,000 
volumes. The facilities also include a library annex, a large auditorium, reading and 
research rooms, and student activities offices. The School of Law has forty-five full-time 
faculty and a part-time specialized faculty of twenty-two. The School of Law, which 
celebrated 100 years of uninterrupted session in 1972, is approved by the American 
Bar Association and is a charter member of the Association of American Law Schools. 
A day curriculum is offered which requires three academic years of full-time study in 
order to qualify for the Juris Doctor (J.D.) degree. Acceleration is not permitted. The 
year is divided into two equal semesters. Neither part-time programs nor summer 
sessions are offered. First-year students are enrolled only in September. The first year 
consists of thirty semester credits of required courses and a required writing seminar 
and appellate moot court program. The second and third years are entirely elective.
The School of Law offers a joint degree program in conjunction with the Graduate 
School of Design at Harvard University leading to a law degree (j.D.) from Boston 
University and a Master of City Planning (M.C.P.) from Harvard University. In addition 
to the Juris Doctor program, the School offers a specialized program leading to the 
degree of Master of Laws in Taxation. Paul M. Siskind, Dean; 765 Commonwealth 
Avenue.
College of Liberal Arts
The B.A. degree is conferred on candidates in the College of Liberal Arts upon comple­
tion of degree and program requirements as described in the College of Liberal Arts 
Bulletin in the section, "Bachelor of Arts Degree." Courses in the following: Afro- 
American studies, American and New England studies, anthropology, applied sciences, 
Arabic, art history, astronomy, biology, chemistry, classical studies, comparative poli­
tics, computer science, economics, English, experimental psychology, fine arts, French, 
geography, geology, German, Creek, Hebrew, history, international and comparative 
studies, international relations, Islamic studies, Italian, Judaic studies, Latin, mathemat­
ics, music, Persian, philosophy, physics, planetary and space sciences, Portuguese, 
psychology, Russian, sociology, Soviet and East European studies, Spanish, statistics and 
data analysis, teaching of chemistry, United States politics. Fifty-two departmental and 
interdepartmental concentrations and programs. Combined B.A./M.A. programs in 
several departments. Warren F. Ilchman, Dean; 725 Commonwealth Avenue.
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School of Management
The School of Management offers degree programs at both the undergraduate and 
graduate levels. These are designed to meet the ever-growing demand for more effec­
tive management capability in virtually every setting—large corporations, small 
business, government, or nonprofit institutions.
The School's new Bachelor of Science in Business Administration (B.S. in B.A.) 
curriculum is designed to meet three important objectives for every undergraduate 
student—whether their plans include employment immediately upon graduation or 
graduate study in the various professional fields. It offers a balanced education, combin­
ing study in both the liberal arts and management. A sound foundation in the core of 
managerial skills and concepts applicable to both business and nonbusiness settings is 
also provided. Finally, it ensures maximum flexibility in designing an extensive elective 
program adapted to each student's plans and interests. Optional concentrations are 
available, for example, in a wide variety of career-oriented disciplines or functions such 
as accounting, marketing, finance, and international management.
The Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.) degree program is offered on both 
a full- and part-time basis to men and women seeking leadership positions in the 
management of business and public sector institutions. The program emphasizes the 
disciplines of economics, behavioral science, and quantitative methods, and their appli­
cation in the functional areas of accounting, finance, marketing, and operations. Elec­
tive courses may be chosen to allow for a concentration in one field of study or to gain 
exposure in several areas including courses given by other graduate schools within the 
University. The School offers the M.B.A. degree with concentrations in both Health 
Care and Public Management as well as a joint M.B.A./M.Eng. degree (with the College 
of Engineering) for students seeking specialized study in those fields. Peter P. Gabriel, 
Dean; 685 Commonwealth Avenue.
School of Medicine
The School offers a four-year program leading to the Doctor of Medicine (M.D.) 
degree. Applicants must be graduates of an approved college of arts and sciences. The 
six-year liberal arts-medical education program leading to the A.B. and M.D. degrees 
is given in cooperation with the College of Liberal Arts. Approved graduate programs 
in medicine for the A.M. and Ph.D. degrees are available through the Divison of 
Medical and Dental Sciences of the Graduate School. John I. Sandson, Dean; 80 East 
Concord Street.
Metropolitan College
Metropolitan College was founded on the principle that learning and education are a 
lifetime process. The College was designed to serve the needs of adults who are unable 
to attend school on a full-time basis during the day. The College has combined the 
University's standards of excellence with a policy of responsive academic design. The 
College awards both undergraduate and graduate degrees.
The quality, flexibility, and scope of the curricula attract students with a broad 
spectrum of educational needs. Students attend Metropolitan College in order to: 
(1) earn an undergraduate or a graduate degree, (2) earn credits to transfer both within 
and outside Boston University, (3) fulfill prerequisites for graduate or professional 
school, (4) take courses for professional proficiency and advancement, (5) take courses 
for personal enrichment.
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The Associate of Applied Science (A.A.S.) is offered with the following areas of 
specialization: accounting, administration of criminal justice, business studies, comput­
er engineering technology, computer studies, dental assistant, and electronic engineer­
ing technology. Candidates for the Bachelor of Applied Science (B.A.S.) are prepared 
for technically demanding vocations as well as for graduate work. Areas of specializa­
tion include: accounting, business studies, computer applications, engineering, engi­
neering management, interdisciplinary studies, and urban affairs. The Bachelor of Liber­
al Studies (B.L.S.) program offers a traditional liberal arts education. In addition to the 
traditional concentrations, it offers the following three majors: American history and 
civilization, social work, and the interdisciplinary major.
The Master of Applied Science in Computer Science (M.A.S.), the Master of Liberal 
Arts in History (M.S.A.), the Master of Liberal Studies (M.L.S.), and the Master of Urban 
Affairs (M.U.A.) are offered on the graduate level. Hubert S. Gibbs, Dean; 755 Com­
monwealth Avenue.
School of Nursing
The School of Nursing offers a baccalaureate program of study which prepares young 
men and women for professional nursing practice and for graduate study in nursing. 
The curriculum pattern includes two years of science courses, which are prerequisite 
to the professional nursing courses that follow. The plan of the curriculum is designed 
to aid the student in determining his/her own objectives and areas of study, and to 
provide an opportunity for individual determination of pacing with advisement. A wide 
variety of health agencies in Boston and surrounding towns affords facilities for study 
and practice in hospitals and community agencies under the supervision of the School 
of Nursing faculty. A conceptual frame of study is utilized throughout to assist in the 
promotion of health care for individuals, families, and communities. The program is 
attractive to those having a strong scientific background who have demonstrated quali­
ties of self-motivation, responsibility, and creativity.
The Master of Science (M.S.) degree is designed for completion in one calendar year 
of full-time study and includes a total of twelve courses. Specialization is offered in the 
following areas: Administration of Nursing Service, Community Health Nursing, Mater­
nal-Child Health Nursing, Medical-Surgical Nursing, Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing, 
and Rehabilitation Nursing. The course of study leading to the doctorate in Nursing 
Science (D.N.Sc.) is centered upon the critical and creative study of the science of 
nursing. Emphasis is placed on the development, testing, and application of nursing 
theory. While the discipline of research is stressed, the goal of the doctoral program 
is threefold: preparation of leaders in nursing practice, teaching, and research. Linda 
K. Amos, Dean; 635 Commonwealth Avenue.
School of Public Communication
Boston University's School of Public Communication was founded in 1947 and offers 
both undergraduate and graduate programs. The undergraduate program gives a B.S. 
degree in the following fields: broadcasting and film, journalism, public relations, and 
communication. The students are guided toward a broad knowledge of the social 
sciences and humanities. The professional courses offer a practical background in the 
communication field.
The School offers seven graduate-level programs leading to a Master of Science
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degree: broadcasting, film, broadcast-journalism, broadcast administration, public rela­
tions, journalism, and journalism (science communication). John Wicklein, Dean; 705 
Commonwealth Avenue.
Sargent College of Allied Health Professions
The College prepares students for service in professions concerned with the mainte­
nance and enhancement of human health, the prevention of disabilities, and the resto­
ration or improvement of functional capacity. Programs subscribe to the philosophy 
that health includes more than the absence of illness and encompasses the attainment 
of optimum function. Interdisciplinary educational experiences prepare students for 
roles as collaborating professionals in the delivery of health care services.
A liberal education is an essential component of professional education. Students are 
encouraged to draw upon the rich resources of the University. The College seeks to 
provide an environment which fosters the development of human values and effective 
interpersonal relations. Students are encouraged to question, to practice critical evalua­
tion of problems, and to pursue independent research.
Basic professional programs (Bachelor of Science) are offered in health dynamics, 
occupational therapy, physical therapy, rehabilitation counseling, and speech patholo­
gy and audiology.
Master's-level program in Health Dynamics, advanced study in the activity sciences 
for students from a variety of undergraduate backgrounds—physical education, biolo­
gy, etc.; master's-level programs in Physical Therapy and Occupational Therapy, includ­
ing basic professional study for physical and occupational therapists with two year's 
experience; master's, Certificate, C.A.G.S., and doctoral-level programs in Speech Pa­
thology and Audiology for students desiring basic and/or advanced professional study 
with emphasis in speech pathology or learning disabilities; master's, C.A.C.S., and 
doctoral-level programs in rehabilitation of the social offender, emotionally disturbed, 
physically disabled, mentally retarded, drug abuser, and/or alcoholic; master's-level 
program in Nutrition, advanced study for dietitians who have completed basic profes­
sional work including internship or an approved equivalent, and one year of work 
experience; master's and doctoral-level programs in Applied Anatomy and Physiology, 
offering advanced content specialization and expertise for health conservation and care 
in higher education, research, and/or industry. Bernard Kutner, Dean; University Road.
School of Social Work
The School of Social Work offers a two-year program in professional social work leading 
to the degree of Master of Science in Social Service (M.S. in S.S.). The curriculum 
emphasizes a comprehensive approach to social and personal problems and the differ­
ential use of social work methods. Students with special interests have the opportunity 
to concentrate and develop their competence in one or more of the specific social work 
methods in the second year (case-work, group work, community organization). Stu­
dents can also elect to concentrate in a substantive area like service to the aged. The 
School also sponsors a joint degree program with the Afro-American Studies Program 
leading to the M.A. and M.S. in S.S. degrees.
An undergraduate social work major is offered at Metropolitan College leading to the 
degree of Bachelor of Liberal Studies; faculty in the program hold joint appointments 
with Metropolitan College and the School of Social Work. Curriculum is planned in 
collaboration with the School of Social Work. Joseph F. Meisels, Dean; 264 Bay State 
Road.
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School of Theology
Professional education for diverse ministries of the Christian Church and other retigious 
work are offered to college graduates. Degree programs lead to the Master of Divinity 
(M.Div.), Master of Sacred Music (M.S.M.), Master of Sacred Theology (S.T.M.), Doctor 
of Theology (Th.D.), and Doctor of Ministry (D.Min.). Programs for the A.M. and Ph.D. 
degrees are available through the Division of Theological and Religious Studies of the 
Graduate School. Merle R. Jordan, Dean ad interim; 745 Commonwealth Avenue.
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The University Administration 
1975-1976
President of the University 
Assistant to the President 
Assistant to the President 
Assistant to the President 
Assistant to the President 
Academic Vice President 
Assistant Academic Vice President
Associate Vice President and 
Director of Summer Term 
Associate Vice President for 
Overseas Programs 
Academic Vice President for Health 
Affairs and Director of Boston 
University Medical Center 
Associate Vice President for 
Health Affairs and Deputy 
Director, BUMC 
Executive Vice President 
Vice President for Community 
and Alumni Affairs 
Vice President for Finance 
Vice President for Operations 
Vice President for Personnel 
Vice President for Resources 
Vice President for Student Affairs 
Vice President for Government 
and University Relations 
Associate Vice President 
for University Relations
)ohn R. Silber, B.A.* M.A., Ph.D., L.H.D. (hon.) 
William Bennett, A.B., Ph.D., J.D.
Judith Ogden Cabot, B.A.
Mary-Jane Hemperley
Edwin A. Penn, B.S., M.A., Ed.D.
Dean B. Doner, B.S., M.F.A., Ph.D.
Sister Madonna Murphy, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., 
L.H.D. (hon.)
Stephen J. Trachtenberg, A.B., J.D., M.P.A.
Arthur T. Thompson, B.A., B.S., M.S., M.B.A., 
Sc.D. (hon.)
Richard H. Egdahl, M.D., Ph.D.
Frederick L. Stone, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Douglas W. Palmer, B.A., M.A.
Daniel J. Finn, B.A., J.D.
Charles W. Smith, C.P.A., F.C.A., A.C.I.S. 
Ernest T. Corvo, B.S.
Patricia Mathis Harvey, B.A., M.A.
Bayley F. Mason, B.A.
Robert W. Tobin, B.A., M.Div.
Clare M. Cotton, B.A., M.A.
LeRoy Leatherman, B.A.
University Libraries and Museums
University Librarian John P. Laucus, A.B., M.S.L.S.
Director of Special Collections, Howard B. Gotlieb, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Mugar Library
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Map of the 
Campus
' 
-, 
' Boston University Charles River Campus 
ICHOOUI Md couiou KEY TO BUILDINGS 
6. Bas ic StudlN, College of (CBS) 1. 285 Babcock St. Harold C. Case Physical Education Center 
20. Buefnea, Ac:lmlnlstratlon , College ot (CBA} 2. 275-7 Babc ock Sl West Campus Residence Halls (men-women), 
13. Educat ion, School of (SED) lnflnnary , Locker-room , Wrestling Room 
91. Engineering , College of (ENG) '3. 32 Gaffney St. Physical Education & Athletics, Pressbo x, 
7. Fine and Applied Arta, School of (SFAA) Nickerson Fleld 
7, General Education, Olvl■lon of (OGE) 4. 25 Buick St. Buildin gs and Grounds , Campus Mailroom , 
Graduate Denllatry, School of (SGD) Director of Space Planning, Parking Lot & 
19. Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (GAS) Garage , Purchasing, Printing Coordinator, 
13. Law, School of (LAW) Printing 
16. Liberal Arta, College of (CLA) 5. 881 Comm. Ave. Adm ln. Info. Systems , Budget Office, Comptroller , 
Medicine , School of (MEO) Registrar, Sponsored Research, Bursar, 
15. Metrocenter, Metropolitan College (MET) Internal Auditor 
62. Nuralng, School of (SON) 6. 871 Comm . Ave . College of Basic Studies {CBS) , Jacob Sleeper Hall 
64. Public Communications , School of (SPC) 7. 855 Comm . Ave . School of Fine and Applied Arts (SFAA), 
10. Sargent College of the Allied Div ision of General Education (OGE), Campus Pollce 
Health Pro feaalons (SAR) 6. 619 Memorial Dr. BU Boat House (crew) 
23. Social Work, School of (SSW) Ba. Storrow Dr. Boat House 
11. Summer Term (SUM) Bb. StorrowDr . Salling Pavlll on 
16. Theology, School of (STH} 9. Univer sity Road Sargent Gymnasium 
Not shown; BU Medical Center 
10. Univers ity Road Sargent College of AIUed Health Profess ions (SAR) 
11. n5 Comm . Ave . GEORGE SHEAMA N UNIVERSITY UNION : 
80 E. Concord St. Bookatore , Faculty Dining Am., Gamee Area , 
Prog ram Resources Office , U.S. Poet Off ice 
8TUIIECT Al'FAIRI Md 81!RVICl!8 Internati onal Student Services 12. 771 Comm . Ave . Mugar Library , Copy Center, University i nform ation 
87. AdmlN lona Office 13. 765 Comm . Ave. School of Education (SEO), Law School (LAW) 
49. Afro-American Center (Martin Luther King) ,., 7f!iTComm . Ave . Pappas Law Library 
11. Bookstore 15. 755 Comm . Ave . Metropolitan College (MET) , Bursar , Telephone & 
11. cafeteria and Coffee Shop Parking Services, Summer Tann 
42. Career Plannlng and Placement 16. 745 Comm. Ave . School of Theology (THEO), Theo . Men's Residence 
93. Counaellng Center Center for Latin American Developme nt Studlee 
18. Dan ielsen Paatoral Counaellng Center 17. 735 Comm . Ave . Daniel L Marsh Chapel 
42. Director of Student Academic Support Servlcea 16. 725 Comm . Ave . College of Liberal Arts (Cl.A) 66. Flnanclal Aid to Students 19. 705 Comm . Ave . Graduate School (GRS), BU Journal 11. George Sherman University Union 20. 685 Comm . Ave . College of Bualness Adm inistration (CBA) , 92. Health Service : Cllnlc Hayden Hall 
92. Health Service : Mental Hea lth Unit 21. 675 Comm . Ave . Stone Science Building , ClA Chemistry 
2. Health Service : ln.flrmary 22. 270BSR School of Social Work (SSW}, Center for Applied 
'43. Hous ing and Food Service Soclal Science, Photo Service, CLA Math 
11. International Student Services Univ . Professors 
3. Physical Education and Athletlca Office 23. 264 BSA SSW, SEO Div isio n of Continuing Education , 28. Pres ident 's Hosts CLA Geology , cap and Gown Room 5. Registrar 24. 238BSA BASIS , CLA English 11. Prog'ram Resources Office 25. 232 BSA CLA : Anthropology, Poll tlca l Science , Philosophy , 11. Student (Government) Union Rellglon, Speech 11. Student Volun tee r Services 26. 226BSA CLA : Economi cs , History 11. George Sherman Unio n Information Center 
11. . Office of Veterans Affairs 27 . 233BSA Hillel House 
28. 225BSA The Castle , Alumn i Affaira , The Pub 
29. Park 
ATHLETICS Ind PHYSICAL EDUCATION FACILITIES 30. 211 BSR Newman House 
6. Boat House (crew) 31. 214 BSR Faculty Reeidence 
8a. Boat House 32. 21~212BSA CBA Faculty end Departments 
6b. Salllng Pavllion 33. 206BSA Residence Hall (women) 
11. Bowling Alley/Games Area 34. 207 BSA Publications , Publlc Relations 
1. Case Physical Educallon Center 35. 206BSA Residence Hall (women) 
3. Nickerso n Field 36. 203 BSA Residence Hall (women) 9. Sargent Gym 37. 200-202 BSA Reskfence Hall (men) 1. Ticket Office (athletic events) 36. 201 BSR Residence Hall (women) 
39. 199 BSR Realdence Hall (wome n) 
40. 198 BSR Faculty Reeidence 
41. 196BSR Theology Women 's Reside nce 
42. 195-197 BSR Career Plannlng and Placement , Student 
Academic Support Servlcee 
'43. 194 BSA Housing and Food Service 
(, 
44. 191 BSR 
45. 182-190 BSR 
46. 185 BSR 
47. 182-190 BSR 
48. 181 BSR 
49. 178 BSR 
50. 179 BSA 
51. 177 BSR 
52. 176 BSA 
53. 175 BSA 
54. 167-169 BSR 
55. 166-168 BSR 
56. 164 BSA 
57. 158-162 BSA 
56. 157-163 BSA 
59. 153 BSR 
60. 154 BSR 
61. 147 BSA 
62. 145 BSR 
63. 141 BSA 
64. 140 BSA 
65. 128 BSR 
66. 125BSR 
67. 121 BSR 
68. 118BSR 
69. 116 BSR 
69a. 112BSR 
70. 96 BSA 
71. 91 BSA 
72. 90-92 BSR 
73. 81..a3BSR 
74. 79 BSA 
75. 69-71 BSR 
76. 2 Rale igh St. 
77. 30BSA 
78. 481-483 Comm . Ave . 
60. 531 Beacon St. 
81. 517'-521 Beac on St. 
82. 635 Comm. Ave . 
63. 602 Comm. Ave . 
64. 640 Comm. Ave . 
65. 2 Cummington St. 
66. 28-38 Cummington St. 
87. 64 Cummington St. 
66 . 86 Cummington St. 
89. 111 Cummington St. 
90. 700 Comm . Ave . 
91. 110 Cummington St. 
92. 112 Cummington St. 
93. 704 Comm . Ave . 
94. 718 Comm . Ave . 
95. 12 Babbitt St. 
96. 22 Babbitt St. 
97. 14 Buswell St. 
96. 518-522 Park Dr . 
99. 38 Buswell St. 
100. 40-48 Buswell St. 
101. 138 Mountfort St. 
102. 10 Leno x St. 
103. 620 Comm . Av e. 
Harriet E. Richards House (Reside nce - women) 
Residence Hall (women) 
Danielsen House 
Residence Hall (women) 
Residence Hall (women) 
Martin Luther King Afro-American Canter 
Senior House (women) 
Residence Hall (women) 
CL.A Classlcs 
Residence Hall (women) 
Reside nce Hall (women) 
Residence Hall (women) 
La Casa Espanol (Residence - women) 
Residence Hall (women) (enter 160) 
Residence Hall (women) (enter 161) 
French House (Residence-women) 
Honor House (Residence- women) 
(Dunn House ) Administration Building : 
Office of the President , Offices of the 
Academic Vice-Presidents, Dean of Unlve raity 
Affairs, Institut ional Research and Plann ing 
Vice-President for Public Affairs and Development 
Center for Criminal Just ice 
Towers Res idence Hall (women) 
Person nel 
Flnanclal Aid 
Admissions 
Vice-President for Operations and Staff 
Faculty Residen ce 
Faculty Residence 
Shelton Hall Residence (women) 
Residence Hall (men) 
Residen ce Hall (women) 
Residence Hall (women) 
Faculty Residen ce 
Honor House (Residence - women) 
Myles Stand ish Residence Hall (co-ed) , WTBU-AM 
Residence Hall (men) 
Residence Hall (women) 
Residence Hall (men) 
Schoo l of Nursing (SON) , Fiske Hall 
Alfred L. Morae Auditorium 
School of-Public Commur1icaUons (SPC), WBUR·FM 
CLA Biology 
Vacant 
CLA Psychology 
CLA Soc iology 
CL.A: Intro Blology , Geography, Phys ics . 
SEO: Faculty , Computing Center 
Residence Hall (men-women) Parking Garage 
College of Engineering (ENG) 
Student Health Cllnlc , Mental Health Unit 
College Reading Center, SEO Faculty , NEMIC, 
Counseling Center , National Student Vol unteer 
Ass istance Center 
CLA Modern Languages, Credit Union 
Food Coope rative 
Student Theatre Arts 
Warren Hall (Res idence - Marr ied Students) 
Audubon Court (Residence - men, women , co-ed) 
Faculty Res idence 
Residence Hall s (co-ed) 
Afro--Amerlcan Studies Center 
African Stud ies Cante r 
Commercial 
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 
61. President's Office 
61. Vlce Presidents ' Office 
67. Admissions 
28. The Castle-Alumni House- The Pub 
4. Bulldlngs and Grounds Department 
5. Bursar 's Office 
15. Bu rsar' s Office (Cash iers) 
5. Comptroller , lntemal Audit o r 
93. Counsellng Center 
5. Administrative Systems (data-proceaatng) 
12. Univers ity Informatio n Center 
4. Mail Room - Campus 
65. Perso nnel 
22. Photo Service 
7. Police- Campus 
34. Publlc Relatio ns/ Publlcatlons 
4. Purchasing Departmen t 
4. Print Shop 
15. Parking Permi ts: 
15. Teleph one Services 
MISCELLANEOUS 
102. Afr ican Studies Center 
94. Credit Union 
69. Comput ing Center 
20. Hayden Hall 
101. Afro--American Studies Center 
22. Center for Applied Socia l Science 
63. Center for Crlmlnat Justice 
83. Alfred L Morse Auditorium 
93. NEMIC 
11. Post Office (US) 
13. Speec h and Hearing Center 
84. WBUR-FM 
n . WTBU-AM 
95. Coop 
RELIGIOUS CENTEflS 
17. Marsh Chapel and Unive rsity Chaplain 
46. Dan ielsen House and Associate Universi ty Chaplain 
27. HIiiei Hous e and Jewish Chaplaln 
30. Newman House : 
Roman Catholic Chaplaln 
Episcopal Chaplain 
United Ministrie s In Highe r Education Chaplain 
PARKING LOTS 
A -Malvern St. 
B - Athletlcs 
C - Buick St. Garage , CBS lot 
D -SFAAlol 
E - BU Br idge lot 
F - Sargent lot 
G - CBA/CLA lot 
H - 700 Comm . Ave . Garage 
I - Morse Audi to rium lot 
J - Babbitt St. lot 
In addition severa l small lots exist behind other 
buildings . For lntormatlon regarding use of these 
Jots call Parking Services . 
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The Founders of Boston University
Lee Claflin Isaac Rich
%
Jacob Sleeper
The Associate Founders
Alden Speare 
Edward H. Dunn 
Roswell R. Robinson 
Chester C. Corbin
August E. Corbin 
Charles Hayden 
Anne A. Ramsey 
Albert V. Danielsen
The Trustees of Boston University
Stephen P. Mugar 
Dewey D. Stone 
Harry K. Stone
Hans H. Estin, C h a irm a n
Gerhard D. Bleicken, V ice  C h a irm a n
Paul F. Hellmuth, V ice  C h a irm a n
Warren Alpert
C. William Anderson
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James A. Argeros
Gerald W. Blakeley, Jr.
Edward W. Brooke 
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Ephron Catlin 
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Phil D. Fine 
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John S. Perkins, S e cre ta ry  a n d  Treasurer 
John R. Silber, P resident
Mike Grossman 
George D. Hart 
Nancy M. Hartman 
John H. Johnson 
John P. Kendall 
Edward M. Kennedy 
John H. Knowles 
David I. Kosowsky 
Harold Krensky 
C. Eric Lincoln 
Robert C. Linnell 
Doris R. Litvin 
Richard B. Lombard 
James K. Mathews
James B. McIntosh 
Charles A. Mehos 
Arthur G. B. Metcalf 
Melvin B. Miller 
Joseph S. Mitchell, Jr. 
F. Bradford Morse 
James A. Pappas 
Norman S. Rabb 
Elihu Rose 
Samuel Shapiro 
Helen H. B. Spaulding 
John Larkin Thompson 
Gerald Tsai, Jr.
Peter H. Vermilye
Flonorary Trustees
Vincent P. Clarke 
Albert V. Danielsen 
J. Newton Esdaile 
Jose A. Ferre 
J. Mark Hiebert 
Ralph Lowell
Alfred L. Morse 
Stephen P. Mugar 
Thomas A. Pappas 
Joseph Earl Perry 
Jerome Preston, Sr.
Louis I. Rosenfield 
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Dewey D. Stone 
Shields Warren 
Ester Z. Weltman
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Samuel Shapiro 
Peter H. Vermilye
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